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Abstract
Low-cost Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers capable of high precision
positioning have drawn increased attentions due to strong application demands. High-precision
positioning techniques, such as Real-Time Kinematic and Precise Point Positioning, require the
use of carrier phase measurements. High precision positioning solution however is currently not
available in most low-cost GNSS receivers in harsh environments due to the poor quality of
carrier phase measurements limited by the antenna and the oscillator quality and the lack of
proper tracking algorithms. The research in this thesis aims at solving several challenging issues
of carrier phase tracking of low-cost GNSS receivers.
To improve carrier phase tracking sensitivity performance, a joint vector phase lock loop (VPLL)
architecture is proposed and implemented in a software receiver. The transfer function model of
the joint VPLL is analysed. To assess the sensitivity performance, a simulator test is conducted
and the results show that the carrier phase tracking sensitivity using the proposed method is
improved about 6 dB.
The influence of vibration- induced oscillator phase noise on carrier phase tracking is analysed.
Using hardware simulator and field tests, the performance of both the joint VPLL and scalar
tracking are analysed and compared under oscillator vibration conditions. The results show that
the proposed joint VPLL can improve the robustness of the carrier phase tracking compared to
the scalar PLL.
The performance of the joint VPLL in carrier phase prediction and tracking sensitivity is further
investigated under kinematic mode. The phase prediction method based on the joint VPLL is
i

implemented and its performance is compared with a conventional prediction strategy. A field
vehicle test shows that the prediction performance of the proposed method is much better. The
sensitivity of the joint VPLL under kinematic mode is analysed and compared with the scalar
tracking.
Based on the characteristics of the joint VPLL, an adaptive joint VPLL has been proposed for
high dynamic applications. The performance of the proposed adaptive joint VPLL is analyzed
with a simulation and a field test. The results demonstrate the better performance of the proposed
adaptive joint VPLL compared to the joint VPLL without adaptive techniques.
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Chapter One: Introduction

This chapter provides the background information of the research and reviews previous work
related to the thesis topic. The limitations of previous work are provided. Thereafter, the
objective and the contributions of this thesis are presented.
1.1 Background
Two fully deployed Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are available now including the
Global Positioning System (GPS) from the USA and Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya
Sistema (GLONASS) from Russia. There are also two global constellations under development
which include the Beidou Satellite Navigation System (BDS) from China and the Galileo
Satellite Navigation System from Europe. Both Beidou and Galileo systems are expected to be
completely deployed by 2020. It means, by 2020, there will be about 120 satellites globally
which could be used to provide positioning signal to users. In addition to these global
constellations, there are two regional navigation satellite systems (RNSS) including Quasi-Zenith
Satellite System (QZSS) from Japan and Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS)
from Indian.
With the development of these constellations, GNSS receivers have become an essential
component to provide location, navigation and timing information in many application systems.
Low-cost GNSS receivers applied in Location-based Services (LBS) and road applications
constitute the largest portion of GNSS receivers produced in the world (European GNSS
Agency, 2015). The positioning accuracy is usually limited to the level of several metres for low-
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cost GNSS receivers, since only pseudorange measurements are available for position
determination. Higher position accuracy with low-cost receivers however is essential for
increasing number of applications, e.g. land vehicle navigation able to identify traffic lanes.
GNSS provides two major types of positioning measurements, namely pseudorange and carrier
phase measurements. High-precision positioning techniques with GNSS, such as Real-Time
Kinematic (RTK) and Precise Point Positioning (PPP), require the use of the carrier phase
measurements. Carrier phase measurements however are currently not available in most low-cost
GNSS receivers or not usable in harsh environments due to poor quality of antenna and the
oscillator and lack of proper carrier phase tracking algorithms. Low quality oscillator such as
low-cost temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) will limit the integration time and
induce more phase lock loop (PLL) phase noise (Carcanague, 2013). Poor quality antenna
decreased the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) of GNSS signals. Some researchers have addressed
these problems. Making carrier phase measurements from low cost receivers and using them to
obtain more accurate positioning accuracy has recently drawn increased attentions due to strong
application demands (Pesyna et al. 2014; Bhaskar 2015; Kirkko-Jaakkola 2015). Pesyna et al.
(2014) used a software receiver to demonstrate that centimetre accurate positioning is possible
based on data sampled from a smartphone-quality GNSS antenna. Bhaskar (2015) investigated
the phase tracking for the pedestrian handheld users by considering the oscillator g-sensitivity
and effects of pedestrian GNSS signal propagation characteristics. First, with available carrier
phase measurements, the RTK and PPP techniques can be applied to improve the positioning
accuracy using low-cost GNSS receivers, from meter- level to even centimetre-level with integer
ambiguity resolution. Second, quality phase measurements could also improve the precision of
carrier phase smoothed pseudorange measurements to obtain a more accurate position solution.
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Therefore, the availability of usable carrier phase measurements and new precise positioning
algorithms with low-cost GNSS receivers are essential in order to improve the positioning
accuracy using low-cost GNSS receivers and to extend their use to new applications. This thesis
mainly focus on the carrier phase tracking to provide better carrier phase measurements for high
precision applications.

1.2 Literature review and limitations of previous works
Carrier phase tracking has been investigated for several decades. It mainly has two categories
including scalar tracking and vector tracking for GNSS receivers. For scalar tracking, there are
several techniques such as, the proportional integral filter (PIF) based PLL, the Wiener filter
(WF) based PLL, the Kalman filter (KF)-based PLL, and so on (Yang et al. 2017a). For vector
tracking, there are the joint vector carrier phase tracking and the pure vector carrier phase
tracking. In the following, the research in each category is reviewed and summarized along with
the limitations of previous works.
1.2.1 Scalar tracking
Scalar PLL is the standard and most used method in commercial GNSS receivers. The principle
of the scalar PLL in GNSS receivers is described in several textbooks (Dierendonck 1995, Ward
et al. 2006). With the increased requirements on the application environment of the GNSS
receiver especially in harsh environments such as under scintillation, high dynamic and weak
signal, different implementation methods of the PLL are investigated.
The PIF-based PLL are most commonly used in commercial GNSS receivers. The traditional
PIF-based PLL is derived through Z-transform from the analog PLL. The product between the
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loop noise bandwidth and the integration time has to be very small to make the loop stable for
the conventional PIF-based PLL according to the Z-transform principle. Kazemi (2008) and
Kazemi et al. (2009) have addressed this problem by deriving optimum digital filters in digital
domain directly and considering the frequency rate effect on the NCO. However the parameters
design of the PIF-based PLL such as bandwidth and coherent integration time, still suffers a
dilemma problem (Jwo 2001; Chen et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017a). This is due to the fact that
wider PLL filter bandwidth and shorter integration time, on the one hand, are preferred to
improve the performance of high dynamic signal tracking, but narrower filter bandwidth and
longer integration time, on the other hand, are needed for tracking weak signals.
To mitigate the aforementioned dilemma problem, various tracking algorithms have been
investigated for PIF-based PLL. Ward (1998) developed the FLL-assisted PLL architecture to
improve the robustness of the carrier phase tracking. Skone et al. (2005) proposed a fast adaptive
bandwidth PLL to improve the tracking performance during severe scintillations. FLL-assisted
PLL with in-phase pre-filtering is proposed to mitigate amplitude scintillation effects by Xu et al.
(2015). Julien (2005) has tested the carrier phase tracking for the pilot channel and proposed
combined data/pilot channel implementation. Kamel (2010) designed a fuzzy frequency phase
lock loop to improve the tracking performance with wide bandwidth in terms of dynamic
response and narrow bandwidth in terms of noise reduction. Curran (2015) investigated the
characteristics of different carrier phase discriminators and proposed a gain-compensation
technique to improve the performance of dynamic response.
Besides the standalone PIF-based PLL, sensor aided PIF-based PLL have been proposed and
tested by several researchers. Zhang et al. (2015, 2016) modeled the INS-aided GNSS PLLs and
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developed an INS-aided PLL on a GNSS/INS deeply-coupled hardware prototype. Zhang et al.
(2017a, 2017b) have proposed an improved design based on MEMS INS-aided PLLs for
different cases such as high dynamics and earthquake monitoring. Niu et al. (2015) investigated
the impacts of the IMU quality on the GPS/INS deep integration and claimed that even the lowend MEMS IMU could be used to improve the receiver’s signal tracking. To improve the carrier
phase tracking of the INS-aided PLL, Li et al. (2016) proposed an adaptive INS-aided PLL
tracking method and claimed 3 to 5 dB sensitivity improvement when compared with the INSaided PLL method by adjusting the noise bandwidth (Sun et al. 2010; Qin et al. 2013). Bhaskar
(2015) used an oscillator g-sensitivity compensation method with an IMU to improve carrier
phase tracking performance. An inertial aided FLL-assisted-PLL is proposed by Chiou et al.
(2007) and showed 10 dB sensitivity improvement compared to an inertial aided PLL.
In addition to the conventional PIF-based PLL methods, the WF-based PLL and the KF-based
PLL are also investigated intensively. Based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
criterion, Curran et al. (2012) designed a WF-based PLL considering the low-cost oscillator and
the thermal noise on consumer- grade receivers and shown improved performance compared to
the traditional PIF-based PLL. For the KF-based PLL, two aspects are usually focused on by
researchers including the performance analysis for different cases and the comparison with the
conventional PIF-based PLL in theory and real applications. Psiaki (2001, 2002) proposed an
extended KF method to track weak GPS signals and a smoother-based carrier phase tracking
method which could not be realized in real time due to the non-causal property. An adaptive
bandwidth PIF-based PLL and a KF-based PLL are investigated and compared for high dynamic
applications by Lian et al. (2005).
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Won et al. (2010, 2012) investigated the characteristics of the KF for GNSS signal tracking and
proposed a direct state KF for an entire signal tracking loop. However the author did not mention
the bandwidth used for the conventional PLL when it is compared with the KF-based PLL. The
performance assessments of the EKF-based PLL and the KF-based vector tracking loop are
provided by Tang et al. (2013, 2014). Tang et al. (2015, 2017) did a theoretical analysis of KFbased tracking loop and provided the tuning criteria for the filter parameters and designed an ad
hoc lookup table to reduce the complexity of the KF.
Salem et al. (2012) proposed an equivalent methodology to compare EKF-based PLL with the
PIF-based PLL and demonstrated that the EKF outperformed the equivalent PLL by an
equivalent test. Basically, the tracking performance of the EKF-based PLL is better than the
conventional PLL due to the internal adaptive characteristic of the EKF. A similar conclusion
was drawn by O’Driscoll and Lachapelle (2009) through a comparison of the noise equivalent
bandwidths between the KF-base PLL and the PIF-based PLL. O’Driscoll et al. (2011) proposed
a methodology to choose the optimal coherent integration time in the KF-based PLL for off- line
applications since the prior knowledge of dynamics and values of CNR are needed.
Jiang et al. (2017a) analyzed the performance of a KF-based carrier phase tracking loop in terms
different settings for process noise and measurement noise. The architectures of frequencyassisted phase tracking (FAPT) based on traditional PLL and KF frame are compared and the
FAPT based on KF frame was found to have better performance for high dynamic signals by
Jiang et al. (2017b). Niu et al. (2017) compared the KF-based PLL and the traditional PIF-based
PLL in terms of transient response, Doppler shift extraction considering different NCO tuning
methods.
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For the KF-based PLL, the accurate prior information of the process noise covariance matrix and
the measurement noise covariance matrix are required for better performance. However the prior
information is usually not available in real- time applications. To address this problem, adaptive
KF has been investigated by researchers. Lian (2004) has proposed an adaptive KF algorithm for
PLL considering two cases: a) only measurement noise matrix are estimated; and b) process
noise matrix and measurement matrix are estimated. Similar methods and test were introduced
by Guo et al. (2011).
Won et al. (2012) proposed a tracking scheme based on adaptive bandwidth KF to mitigate the
effects of the signal amplitude fluctuations by deep fades under ionospheric scintillations. Kim et
al. (2008) have implemented an adaptive two-stage Kalman filter (Kim et al. 2006) to improve
carrier phase tracking for high dynamic situations. By considering the signal amplitude
(Petovello et al. 2006, 2008), Ruan et al. (2016) proposed an improved adaptive KF-based carrier
phase tracking loop and showed better performance under the continuously moderate and
instantaneous strong ionosphere scintillation. A self- tuning KF-based carrier tracking method
through estimating the level of scintillation and selecting the appropriate dynamic model is
introduced by Susi et al. (2017) and the better performance are obtained when severe amplitude
and phase variations occur simultaneously.
Based on the PIF-based PLL, the WF-based PLL and the KF-based PLL, Yang et al. (2017a,
2017b) have proposed a generalized theoretical framework for carrier tracking (carrier phase
tracking and frequency tracking) with constructing a state space representation for the carrier
tracking loop and applying control system design techniques to derive state feedback and state
estimator gain matrices. The same authors also investigated the optimal solutions and proposed
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an adaptive PLL based on an automatic adjustment of the integration time and loop parameters to
improve carrier phase tracking under various scenarios.
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is proposed by Won et al. (2012) for high dynamic
signal tracking. The MLE considered code delay, carrier phase and Doppler frequency in the cost
function and showed better performance in extremely high-dynamic situation compared to the
PIF-based PLL. However the MLE method needs more computation load. He and Petovello
(2015) proposed a maximum likelihood (ML) carrier phase tracking method and compared with
the KF method. The performance of the ML carrier phase tracking is better than that using the
KF-based method with more computation cost for weak signal tracking.
A great survey on robust carrier tracking techniques is provided by Lopez-Salcedo et al. (2014).
All the methods mentioned above are scalar based which means each satellite is tracked with an
individual channel. The inter-channel information between different channels for the scalar
tracking is not exploited. The vector tracking method which utilizes the inter-channel aiding
information is reviewed in details in the following section.
1.2.2 Vector tracking
Compared to scalar tracking loops, the vector tracking exploits the geometric correlations
between satellite tracking channels to improve the tracking performance (Sennott and Senffner
1991, Spilker 1994). In a typical vector structure, the vector tracking combines the individual
tracking loops and the position filter into a common filter. By using the vector tracking, the noise
is reduced in all tracking channels and the receiver can still operate with momentary blockage of
one or more satellites (Spilker 1994). There are basically three types of vector tracking loops
which are corresponding to the three tracking loops in the conventional scalar tracking. The
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vector delay locked loop (VDLL) and vector frequency lock loop (VFLL) are used to track the
code and carrier frequency respectively. A vector phase lock loop (VPLL) is used for the carrier
phase tracking. The VPLL can be separated into two categories including the pure VPLL and the
joint VPLL. A pure VPLL only contains a common vector loop while the joint VPLL does not
only contain the common vector loop but also individual loops for each channel.
In the following, the previous research on the VDLL, VFLL and VPLL are reviewed.
Since 1991, the VDLL/VFLL has been widely investigated by researchers, although commercial
products based on the vector architecture are barely seen. However this structure is the basis for
the deeply coupled integration of the GNSS and the inertial navigation system. The ultra-tight
integration method of the vector tracking and the INS has been already implemented in
commercial products (Buck et al. 2006).
Sennott and Senffner (1991) are the first to consider the relative geometry of the line-of-sight
paths, the receiver clock time dynamics, and the motion constraints of the receiver platform in
the estimation of the channel parameters. The VDLL which combines the tracking loop and the
position filter with one extended Kalman filter instead of two separate sets of smaller filters
(delay lock loops and the position filter) was introduced by Spilker (1994).
The other vector architectures utilize local filters to improve efficiency which is called federated
filtering architecture or cascaded approach (Lashley 2009, Petovello and Lachapelle 2006).
Scalar tracking passes the output of the discriminator to the individual loop filter to generate the
corrections for the NCO in each channel. But the vector tracking only has a common Extended
Kalman filter to estimate the corrections for the NCO. A combination of the VDLL and the
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VFLL into a VDFLL architecture has been investigated by several researchers including Pany
and Eissfeller (2006), Lashley (2009) and Zhao et al. (2011), to name a few.
Lashley and Bevly (2007) analysed the performance of the discriminator based vector tracking
algorithms and showed the VDLL outperformed the traditional method with a Spirent GPS
simulator test. Comparison of the conventional scalar structure and the vector tracking was
investigated by Lashley et al. (2008, 2010) who developed a method to show the improvement of
the vector tracking ranges from 2.4 to 6.2 dB in various scenarios. The same author also
investigated three different vector tracking architectures which revealed that the centralized filter
and the federated filtering architecture with coupled channels exhibited the same performance,
however the federated filtering architecture with uncoupled channels performed worse. Three
deeply integrated GPS/INS algorithms were analysed by Lashley (2009), and the results showed
that the centralized architecture and the federated architecture with the vector tracking yielded
essentially identical performance but the federated architecture without vector tracking
performed poorer by comparison. Analysis and comparison of the VDFLL and the traditional
tracking under urban canyon and in high dynamics situations are investigated respectively by
Lashley and Bevly (2011) and Lashley et al. (2009). Although the standalone vector tracking is
not utilized in most commercial GNSS receivers, the implementation strategies of the vector
tracking on hardware such as FPGA and DSP are introduced by Keyser et al. (2014) and
Edwards et al. (2009).
Several researchers, Kim et al. (2003), Abbott and Lillo (2003) and Petovello et al. (2006), to
name a few, utilized a federated or cascaded approach to implement the vector-based or ultra-
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tight receiver architectures for efficiency. In federated architecture, each channel has an
associated local filter which estimates the tracking error for that channel.
Using the parametric models to describe the complex vector architecture equations and the indepth theoretical analysis of the vector tracking reveals that the inter-satellite aiding is the key
for the vector tracking’s superiority (Bhattacharyya and Gebre-Egziabher, 2010). Different to the
RAIM methods (Kuusniemi 2005), Bhattacharyya and Gebre-Egziabher (2014a, 2014b) also
developed a RAIM scheme based on vector tracking architecture to improve the integrity of the
vector tracking. The whole research however is based on the non-coherent vector structure which
means that only the VDLL and the VFLL are used.
Comparison of different local filters in a vector tracking architecture for code and frequency
combined with local phase tracking loops was investigated by Petovello et al. (2006). The vector
tracking structure with ultra-tight GPS/INS integration was able to track carrier phase up to a
maximum signal attenuation of about 15 dB, which was a sensitivity improvement of about 7 dB
over scalar-tracking methods. The same author (2010) integrated vector tracking with IMU to
develop a ultra-tight tracking which showed an average of about 7 dB tracking sensitivity
improvement compared to the conventional tracking methods.
Xu and Gao (2012) utilized the precise satellite orbit/clock and atmospheric products in the
VDFLL and the results showed that with reduced ranging errors, the positioning accuracy can be
improved more than 30%. With the test under different CNRs, the author claimed VDFL
utilizing precise satellite orbit/clock and atmospheric products outperforms the conventional
VDFLL about 3dB in ranging error. Actually, the precise orbit/clock and atmospheric products
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could improve the measurements accuracy several meters which provided little sensitivity
improvement.
Hsu et al. (2013a, 2014) investigated multipath mitigation and non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
detection using the vector tracking in urban environments which showed that the vector tracking
reduced the root- mean-square positioning error by about 30% compared to an equivalent
conventional receiver in urban environments and was capable of detecting long-delay NLOS
reception for a GPS receiver without any external aiding. Hsu (2013b) also proposed a VDLL
integrated with a strobe correlator to enhance the multipath mitigation ability.
A VFLL-assisted PLL receiver architecture introduced by Deambrogio and Macabiau (2013)
was tested in the presence of ionospheric scintillations. The results obtained under moderate and
severe scintillations indicated that the VFLL assistance was helpful to reduce the number of the
re-acquisitions events. Sousa and Nunes (2014) analysed the performance of the VDFLL
architecture under scintillation and multipath environments and demonstrated that the VDFLL
structure was superior to the conventional scalar structure.
Similar to the adaptive KF-based PLL, to improve the performance of vector tracking loop,
different adaptive vector tracking methods are investigated by many researchers (Luo et al. 2012;
Dardin et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014; to name a few). Chen et al. (2014) proposed an adaptive
iterated EKF and the field test results showed the root- mean-square error (RMSE) of position has
been reduced. To improve the vector tracking performance with a standalone GNSS receiver, the
multi-receiver vector tracking architecture is proposed Ng and Gao (2015a, 2015b) and the
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performance of the multi-receiver vector tracking method have been confirmed with the field
vehicle test.
In summary, the VFLL and the VDLL structures have been investigated for more than twenty
years and have been demonstrated to be better than the conventional scalar tracking under
different environments such as low CNR, multipath, high dynamic and scintillation. However,
this structure is only applied for the non-coherent vector tracking. The carrier phase tracking has
not fully utilized the benefit of the vector tracking architecture.
As mentioned earlier, the VPLL can be classified to the pure VPLL and the joint VPLL.
Actually, most pure VPLL methods are derived from the joint VPLL. The concept of the VDLL
could not be extended to the carrier phase tracking directly. This is because, to track the phase
using the position, the position accuracy would have to be known to the centimeter level which,
in single-point-positioning operation, is not obtainable (Petovello et al., 2006). However, for the
VDLL, the feedback error for code NCO caused by the position error is usually less than the
code length which is 293 m for GPS L1 coarse/acquisition (C/A) code.
The first joint VPLL is the Co-Op tracking architecture which was proposed by Zhodzishsky et
al. (1998) based the least square (LS) method. In the Co-Op tracking architecture, the author
used a common high-bandwidth loop filter to track the apparent dynamics of the receiver,
including the receiver dynamics and internal oscillator. There is a local low-bandwidth PLL in
each channel to track the channel-based dynamics including the satellite motion and so on. The
Co-Op tracking lay the foundation for the pure VPLL research by other researchers (Gao and
Lachapelle 2007, 2008; Henkel et al. 2009a; Giger et al. 2009).
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Based on the Co-Op tracking, Gao (2007) proposed a novel architecture for the ultra-tight
HSGPS-INS integration which basically combined the Co-Op tracking with the INS. The results
indicated that this structure could track the incoming weak GPS signals down to a CNR of 15
dB-Hz without carrier phase locked, or 25 dB-Hz with carrier phase locked. A mathematical
model of the Co-Op tracking is derived by Shafaati et al (2015a, 2015b) which has shown better
performance in theory and semi-analytical simulation (Borio et al. 2011) however no real data
was processed. Marcal et al. (2016a, 2017) proposed a partitioned carrier phase tracking
architecture which is very similar to the Co-Op tracking except for a parameter to adjust the
weight of the vector tracking and the individual loop. Actually, when the weight is set to use
only the pure VPLL proposed by Marcal et al. (2016a), the method could not work, since it did
not consider the channel-dependent disturbance. Then Marcal et al. (2016b) analysed the
performance of the partitioned carrier phase tracking method under ionospheric scintillation
environments and proved its robustness.
On the other hand, based on the Co-Op tracking, multi- frequency and multi-satellite pure VPLL
(MC-VPLL) for robust carrier tracking was introduced by Henkel et al. (2009a, 2009b) to
eliminate the local filters for phase tracking. The authors decomposed the carrier tracking error
into the errors in prediction of the position change, a clock offset, ionospheric and tropospheric
errors to be filtered individually. A weighted Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
(RAIM) was added in this structure for robustness performance. However this method is still
based on the least square method.
A MC-VPLL based on the KF which is a pure VPLL was proposed by Giger et al. (2009). The
authors used a Kalman filter to replace the least square in the MC-VPLL. The process states in
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this Kalman filter include the phase errors and their derivations. After that, Giger et al. (2010a)
used a Kalman filter to jointly track the code and the carrier phase known as a joint tracking loop
(JTL). By combining the VDLL and the JTL, Giger and Günther (2010b) proposed a structure
called position domain joint tracking (PTL) which used the VDLL to take place of the code
tracking in the JTL and still used the phase tracking method from the JTL. The states for the
Kalman filter included the position errors and their derivations (e.g. velocity errors and
acceleration errors), the phase errors and their derivations.
Soloviev et al. (2004) implemented a deeply integrated GPS/low-cost IMU for tracking of low
CNR GPS signal. Inertial data provided the dynamic reference trajectory which was designed to
be accurate at cm- level to derive the carrier dynamic term for the NCO in the receivers. Changes
in accumulated Doppler measurements were used to calibrate the IMU. GPS signals with 15 dBHz could be tracked based on this deeply integration. Flight test were done by Soloviev et al.
(2008) to demonstrate the method’s efficacy when the CNR of GPS signals was at 15 dB-Hz
level. Soloviev and Dickman (2010, 2011) did the test indoor based on the deeply integration
method which shown the consistent phase tracking in a benign scenario although no satellites
were detected in the difficult environment.
Brewer (2014) introduced a differential vector phase- locked loop (DVPLL) for the phase
tracking. The DVPLL brought the code and the carrier measurements from a stationary receiver
at a surveyed location directly into the tracking loops of a rover receiver. An L1-only live-sky
static test was performed by the author using the method with the 3D positioning accuracy of 5.3
mm for an 18.5 m baseline. Only static test was conducted and analysed by Brewer (2014),
although the author claimed it will work for kinematic mode. The drawback of this design is that
15

the rover receiver is not standalone since it requires a base station which will increase the cost
and the system complexity (Brewer and Raquet 2016).
A RTK-VPLL method is proposed by Martin and Bevly (2017). The RTK-VPLL method drove
the local replica carrier though the relative position vector (RPV) estimated using RTK solution
with integer fixed carrier ambiguities. The field test showed RTK-VPLL could reduce the carrier
phase cycle slips and loss of lock in the moderate foliage environments. RTK-VPLL also showed
4 to 8 dB sensitivity improvement compared to traditional scalar tracking method with only
nonlinear Monte Carlo simulations. Martin (2017) also developed a two antenna RTK-VPLL
receiver for attitude determination. Similar to the DVPLL, the RTK-VPLL needs a base station
which will increase the system cost and reduce the robustness when the information of the base
station is not available.
One characteristic of the joint VPLL is that it does not need the high precise absolute position
information since it is based on relative positioning of the receiver. As a result, antenna phase
center variation will not affect the joint VPLL performance, since the antenna phase center
variation frequency is much less than the carrier phase tracking loop update rate. For a pure
VPLL, however, high precise position information is required which means the carrier phase
ambiguity needs to be fixed and antenna center variation has to be considered.
In summary, the research on the VPLL is still limited to date. For Zhodzishsky (1998), Gao
(2008) and Henkel et al. (2009a), the VPLL based on Least Square method with fixed bandwidth
could not be adjusted adaptively. Giger et al. (2010) used a Kalman Filter to propose the PTL but
it needs many states in the process model. The method proposed by Brewer (2014), Martin and
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Bevly (2017) and Martin (2017) needs a base station for carrier phase tracking which will reduce
the robustness and increase the system cost.
1.2.3 Limitations of previous works
This thesis will focus on the investigation and development of new methods and algorithms to
improve the low-cost GNSS receiver’s carrier phase tracking performance. Although extensive
efforts have already been made to improve the carrier phase tracking performance in harsh
environments, there are still several limitations in existing works which are summarized as
follows:
1. The scalar tracking approach has been investigated intensively but it does not consider the
internal information of different channels which limits its performance particularly in
challenging signal environments. Previous works as mentioned above have demonstrated
better performance using vector tracking than the scalar tracking (Pany and Eissfeller 2006;
Petovello and Lachapelle 2006; Lashley 2009; Giger et al. (2009); to name a few). The pure
VPLL is unstable and has increased computational load. On the other hand, the joint VPLL
architecture can achieve asymptotic stability (Giger 2014). However the joint VPLL
architecture based on the EKF has not been explored before.
2. The influence of the oscillator vibration induced noise on the carrier phase tracking has been
investigated by several researchers (Irsigler and Eissfeller 2002, Aumayer and Petovello
2015). However the techniques to mitigate the carrier phase error caused by the oscillator
vibration induced noise on GNSS receivers have not been fully investigated before. On the
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other hand, the performance of the joint VPLL based on the EKF under oscillator vibration
conditions has not been evaluated yet.
3. Although the vector tracking has been widely shown to improve the sensitivity of the signal
tracking, the carrier phase tracking performance under some situations have not been
considered such as that the signal is thoroughly blocked or interrupted by the strong
Ionospheric scintillation. When the GNSS signal could not be tracked by any methods, the
prediction of the carrier phase is important and helpful for the signal reacquisition. In
previous research, the carrier phase prediction performance based on the joint VPLL
architecture has not been investigated thoroughly.
4. Another problem is related to the characteristics of the KF, namely, the optimal solution of
the KF needs to know the accurate system model and exact stochastic information which are
usually not available. Although a lot of work has been done on the adaptive KF for the scalar
carrier phase tracking (Lian 2004; Petovello et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2008; Susi et al. 2017)
and the VDFLL (Peng et al. 2012), the adaptive techniques have not been applied on the joint
VPLL particularly considering the special architectures of the joint VPLL and the
characteristics of the carrier phase tracking.
1.3 Research objective and contributions
Due to the limitations of the previous research described above, the overall objective of this
thesis is to evaluate the performance of the joint VPLL architecture on carrier phase tracking in
the low cost GNSS receiver and develop new methods and algorithms to improve carrier phase
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tracking performance. More detailed research objectives and the contributions are summarized
below.
The main objectives of this thesis are outlined as follows:
1. To develop a joint VPLL architecture based on the EKF in a software receiver and
investigates the sensitivity performance of the joint VPLL for carrier phase tracking in GNSS
receivers.
2. To investigate the influence of the low-cost oscillator vibration induced noise on the carrier
phase tracking and evaluate the performance of the joint VPLL under oscillator vibration
induced noise.
3. To assess the kinematic performance of the proposed joint VPLL architecture including the
carrier phase prediction and carrier phase tracking sensitivity performance.
4. To develop an adaptive joint VPLL considering the joint architectures and assess the
performance for high dynamic applications.
To realize the above objectives, the main contributions made in this thesis are summarized as
follows:
1. A joint VPLL architecture based on the EKF is proposed and implemented in a software
receiver. The transfer function model of the joint VPLL is presented and analyzed. The
sensitivity performance of the proposed joint VPLL compared to the conventional scalar
tracking is analyzed using the IF data collected from a Spirent hardware simulator.
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2. The influence of the vibration- induced oscillator phase noise on the carrier phase tracking in
GNSS receivers is analyzed. The performances of the conventional scalar PLL and the
proposed VPLL with modified process model under oscillator vibration conditions are
compared using data collected from a simulator and from a field test. To make the
comparison valid, different bandwidths of the convention scalar PLL are assessed.
3. The characteristics of the joint VPLL are assessed under the kinematic mode. The carrier
phase prediction performance of the proposed joint VPLL method is analyzed using a field
vehicle test. The sensitivity performance of the joint VPLL in the vehicle test is evaluated
and compared with the conventional scalar tracking.
4. The adaptive techniques for the KF are investigated and an adaptive joint VPLL suitable to
carrier phase tracking based on the joint architecture is proposed. The performance of the
proposed adaptive joint VPLL is evaluated with a high dynamic simulation test and a field
test.
1.4 Thesis outlines
This thesis contains seven chapters. The structure of the dissertation is summarized in the
following.
In Chapter 2, the theoretical background of the receiver design with particular attention to signal
tracking is provided. The main components and the different implementation strategies of the
GNSS receiver are introduced. Detailed carrier phase error sources are discussed and the
dilemma problem for the parameter design is detailed. Different vector tracking architectures for
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code, frequency and carrier phase are detailed. Finally, the performance of the VDLL utilizing
precise satellite orbit/clock and atmospheric models are presented.
In Chapter 3, the methodology of the joint VPLL is introduced in detail. The influence of the
oscillator in the GNSS receiver is analyzed and the transfer function model of the proposed
method is presented and analyzed. The sensitivity performance of the joint VPLL under static
mode is assessed with adding white Gaussian noise on the original IF data which is collected
from a hardware simulator. Finally, the inter-channel influence between different satellites in the
joint VPLL is discussed.
In Chapter 4, the influence of the vibration- induced noise on carrier phase tracking in GNSS
receivers is analyzed. The joint VPLL with the modified process model is presented and
implemented in a software receiver. Then the method to assess the oscillator vibration effect on
the carrier phase tracking is presented. Finally, the performances of both the joint VPLL and the
conventional scalar PLL under oscillator vibration conditions are compared with a simulation
test and a field test. The different bandwidths of the conventional scalar PLL are also assessed to
make the comparison valid.
In Chapter 5, the characteristics of the joint VPLL is presented with the individual filter and the
common filter outputs. The methodology of the carrier phase prediction based on the joint VPLL
and the convention scalar tracking are described and implemented in the software receiver. A
field vehicle test is used to assess the performance of both methods on carrier phase tracking and
three simulations of the signal block are presented. Based on the IF data collected in the filed
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vehicle test, this chapter ends with the sensitivity performance analysis of both the joint VPLL
and the conventional scalar tracking methods.
In Chapter 6, the problem of the conventional joint VPLL is discussed. Two common adaptive
techniques for KF and considerations of both methods on the carrier phase tracking are analyzed.
Based on the characteristics of the carrier phase tracking and the conventional joint VPLL
architecture, an adaptive joint VPLL is presented and implemented. Finally, the performances of
the adaptive joint VPLL and conventional VPLL are compared and analyzed with a high
dynamic test using the hardware simulator and a field test.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the research and draws the conclusions and also provides
some recommendations for future work.
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Chapter Two: GNSS Receiver and Vector Tracking

This chapter reviews the GNSS signal first. Then the GNSS receiver design is reviewed and each
component of the receiver is introduced. Then the principle of the vector tracking is introduced
including the VDLL, the VFLL and the VPLL. Finally, the VDLL aided by the precise orbit and
clock information is introduced and the test results are provided.
2.1 GNSS signal
Most of GNSS are code division multiple access (CDMA) systems such as GPS, Beidou, Galileo
and new GLONASS satellites. However the legacy GLONASS signal is a frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) signal. Although the signals from different constellations or different
frequencies have different signal structures, the basic idea of the GNSS signal structure is similar
and the principle is the direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique. GNSS signals are
usually composed of the radio frequency (RF) carrier, pseudo noise (PN) code and navigation
data. The RF carrier is in the L-band and processed to generate high precise carrier phase
measurements. The PN code is used to: (1) implement CDMA such as GPS, BDS and Galileo
system; (2) increase resistance to the narrow band interference, jamming and noise; (3) enable
the pseudorange measurement calculation. The navigation data is used to provide the satellite
ephemeris and other information related to the satellite status.
The received GPS L1 C/A signal can be described as:
r(t) = √ 2𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡 − 𝜏𝜏)𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡 − 𝜏𝜏) cos(2𝜋𝜋(𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 + 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 )𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)
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(2-1)

where 𝑃𝑃 is the received signal power; 𝐷𝐷 (𝑡𝑡 − 𝜏𝜏) is navigation data bit; 𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡 − 𝜏𝜏) is the PN code; 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿

is carrier frequency; 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 is Doppler frequency; 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is initial carrier phase; 𝑛𝑛 (𝑡𝑡) is added white
noise (AWN) with a two-sided power spectral density (PSD) equal to 𝑁𝑁0 /2 W/Hz.

2.2 GNSS receiver
Although there are different implementation strategies for GNSS receiver in the market, the
whole GNSS receiver usually consists of four function components as shown in Figure 2.1,
including the antenna, the RF front-end, the baseband signal processor and the position velocity
timing (PVT) processor.

antenna

baseband
processor

front-end

acquisition

PVT
processor

tracking

Figure 2.1: Standard GNSS receiver architecture
The antenna is used to receive the GNSS RF signal. The RF front-end is used to down-convert,
sample and quantize high frequency GNSS signal to digital intermediate frequency (IF) data. The
baseband processor mainly detects or acquires GNSS satellite and tracks the signal precisely.
The PVT processor uses the information provided from the baseband processor to generate the
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position, velocity and timing solution for users. More details about the four components are
given in the subsections.
Most GNSS receivers consist of the four functional components, however there are different
implementation strategies such as small systems-on-chip (SOC) receivers, board receivers with
bigger size and software receivers running on a general personal computer (PC) or an Advanced
RISC Machine (ARM) chip. These different implementation strategies will be introduced in the
subsections.
2.2.1 Antenna
The GNSS receiver antenna is used to capture the electromagnetic signals in the atmosphere and
transfer them to electrical signals. According to the polarized mode, GNSS receiver antennas
could be classified into two categories including the linear polarize antenna and the right-hand
circularly polarized (RHCP) antenna. Since the GNSS signal is RHCP signal, the RHCP antenna
normally performs better than the linear polarized antenna. The linear polarized antenna does not
have the ability to reject the multipath, on the other hand, RHCP antenna could reduce the
influence of some left- hand circularly polarized (LHCP) signals which are reflected for odd
times depending on the reflective surface materials and the signals incident angles (Vagle 2016).
However in most smartphones, the GNSS receiver antenna is the linear polarized antenna due its
minimized size and low cost (Pesyna 2014).
According to that whether the antenna is integrated with a low-noise amplifier (LNA) in the
antenna or not, the GNSS receiver antenna could be classified to the active antenna and the
passive antenna. The LNA is to amplifies the very low-power signal like GNSS signals
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transmitted from the satellite to the receiver on the ground. An active antenna is integrated with a
LNA which needs the external power supply. On the other hand, the passive antenna does not
contain a LNA and needs no power supply. The first LNA usually determines the effective noise
figure of the receiver (Misra and Enge 2001). Hence in order to eliminate the cable loss between
the antenna and the first LNA, the LNA is usually integrated to the antenna to compose an active
antenna. However most GNSS receiver antennas in smartphones are passive antenna and these
receivers usually show lower CNR. For the active antenna, there are also different grade levels
such as the geodetic grade antenna and the patch antenna depends on the gain pattern, the phase
centre stability, the dimension, the bandwidth and the axial ratio.
2.2.2 Front-end
The RF front-end is usually constituted of the LNA, frequency down conversion, frequency
synthesizer, oscillator, sampling and analog to digital converter (Dierendonck 1995). Depending
on different manufactures, the implementation methods of the front-end are different, however,
the basic principle are same. In this part the front-end SE4100L (SiGe Semiconductor datasheet)
is used as an example to describe the principles of the front-end. Figure 2.2 shows the function
block diagram of the front-end SE4110L.
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Figure 2.2: Functional block diagram of SE4110L (SE4100L data sheet)
The signal is passed through the LNA. Then the high frequency analog signal (1575.42 MHz for
GPS L1 signal) is converted down to a suitable IF signal though multiplying the incoming signal
with the local oscillator reference signal. The IF signal is filtered by the bandpass IF filter shown
in Figure 2.2 to reduce the out-of-band noise. In other implementations, several stages of the
frequency down-conversion and the IF bandpass filter are used to replace just one stage as shown
in SE4110L. The bandpass filter has two effects on the signal: 1) the signal phase is delayed
which may be the reason of the generation of the differential code bias (DCB); 2) the peak of the
autocorrelation shape of the PN code is reduced (Curran 2010). It is better to use larger
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bandwidth of the bandpass filter, however the larger bandwidth will increase the sampling rate
and make the computation load increased.
In low-cost GNSS receivers, the bandwidth of the IF bandpass filter usually is only two times of
the PN code rates, e.g. 2 MHz for GPS L1 C/A. On the other hand, high quality GNSS receivers
usually use wide bandwidths of IF bandpass filter to receive more signals, e.g. 20 MHz for GPS
L1 C/A. A wider bandwidth can improve the multipath mitigation performance with narrow
correlators. However wider bandwidth will increase the sampling frequency which causes an
increase of the computational load as well as an increase of the power consumption. In this
thesis, a low-quality front-end is used and multipath is not a focus of this thesis.
Then an amplifier is used to amplify the filtered signal to make sure the signal power is in the
range of the analog-digital converter (ADC). The gain of the amplifier is controlled by an
automatic gain control (AGC). The ADC is used to sample the analog signals and quantize them
into the digital signal. The quantized resolution has effects on the signal power loss (Xie 2009):
one bit quantization generates 1.96 dB loss; two bit quantization causes 0.55 dB loss; three bit
quantization induces only 0.16 dB loss. In commercial GNSS receivers for mass market such as
smartphone, one bit or two bit quantization are commonly used, since higher quantization
resolution means larger computation load.
The reference signal frequency of the down-conversion and sampling rate is generated by the
same reference oscillator. A local analog PLL is used to transfer the local reference oscillator
signal to different frequencies. Basically the local reference oscillator determines the receivers
the clock characteristics. There are several types of oscillators such as crystal oscillator (XO),
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temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO), oven controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO)
and atomic clock. In most commercial GNSS receivers, XO, TCXO and OCXO are mostly used
since atomic clock is too expensive and the size is large. Oscillator is one of factors influence the
price of the receivers. The XO uses the mechanical resonance of a vibrating crystal to generate
signal with relative stable frequency. However the XO performance is influenced by the
temperature, where a TCXO and OCXO can improve the stability of the frequency of the XO.
The TCXO senses the temperature and compensate the influence of temperature with a voltage
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO). The OCXO uses an oven which is a temperature-controlled
chamber to maintain the temperature-sensitivity components under a constant temperature in
order to improve the frequency stability. One fact for the oscillator is that more stable oscillator
is more expensive and the size is larger. In addition to the crystal oscillator, recently, some
researchers (Aumayer and Petovello 2015, 2016) have studied the feasibility of the MEMS
oscillator for GNSS receivers and prove that the MEMS oscillator is a promising option.
2.2.3 Baseband signal processor
In a standard GNSS receiver, two steps are implemented in the baseband signal processor as
shown in Figure 2.1 such as acquisition and tracking. Acquisition is a search process to find
which satellite is available and the coarse estimates of the Doppler and the code delay of this
satellite signal. The coarse estimates from the acquisition are used to initialize the tracking
function which is used to synchronize the input signal continuously and precisely.
Regardless of the acquisition and the tracking, the correlator is used to multiply the local replica
signals with the GNSS input signals. The local replica signals are usually separated to two
components including the In-phase and the quadrature parts which are shown below:
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𝐿𝐿 𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡 − 𝜏𝜏̂) cos�2𝜋𝜋�𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝑓𝑓�𝑑𝑑 �𝑡𝑡�

𝐿𝐿 𝑄𝑄(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡 − 𝜏𝜏̂ ) sin�2𝜋𝜋�𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝑓𝑓�𝑑𝑑 �𝑡𝑡�

(2-2)
(2-3)

where 𝐿𝐿 𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) is the In-phase reference signal, 𝐿𝐿 𝑄𝑄(𝑡𝑡) is the quadrature reference signal,𝑓𝑓�𝑑𝑑 is the

estimated carrier Doppler, 𝜏𝜏̂ is estimated code delay.

The correlator output for In-phase and quadrature parts can be described as:
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where 𝑅𝑅(∆𝜏𝜏) is the PRN code autocorrelation function; ∆𝜏𝜏 is the code delay estimated error; ∆𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑

is the Doppler estimated error; ∆𝜃𝜃 is the phase residual; 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 is coherent time. 𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼 and 𝑁𝑁𝑄𝑄 are noise

in I and Q parts respectively which are white Gaussian noise with zero mean. The aim of the
acquisition and tracking is to make ∆𝜏𝜏, ∆𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 and ∆𝜃𝜃 to be zero.
When the satellite which is to be acquired is determined, the acquisition will search in two
dimensions (the code phase and the carrier Doppler) according to the modulation method of
GNSS signals. For each dimension, the acquisition engine will test the possible value to detect
whether the GNSS signal is present or not. Usually two strategies are used to acquire the GNSS
signal: the parallel method and the serial search method. The parallel method is based on fast
Fourier transform (FFT) which is used to detect the signal in frequency domain. FFT method is
faster but needs more correlator resources compared to the serial acquisition method. The serial
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acquisition only needs two correlators to test each pair of code phase and carrier Doppler. To
explain the principle of acquisition in a simplified way, the serial acquisition strategy is
introduced.
The function diagram of the serial acquisition is shown in Figure 2.3 (Xie 2009). The input
digital signal from the front-end is multiplied with the local signal replicas generated from the
numerically controlled oscillator (NCO).

After the Doppler and code wipe-off, coherent

integration and non-coherent integration are performed to the data. The sum of the squares of the
In-phase and the Quadra-phase is used as integration output to compare with a threshold to
determine whether the signal is present or not. The threshold can be determined with the CNR
and the false alarm settings (Ward 2006). The carrier NCO and the code NCO are controlled by
“Acquisition control” module which determines the Doppler frequency and the code phase to be
searched. For each pair of the Doppler frequency and c the ode phase, one integration result is
generated. Depends on the search range and the search step size of the carrier Doppler and the
code phase, the computation cost will be different.
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Figure 2.3: Functional block diagram of acquisition
A simulation acquisition result for GPS L1 C/A signal is shown in Figure 2.4. If the GNSS signal
is present, in the two dimension search spaces, the correlator outputs will shows a peak which
indicates the estimates of the code delay and the carrier Doppler.
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Figure 2.4: Acquisition result with good CNR
Acquisition only finds the coarse estimate of the carrier Doppler and the code phase due to the
large search step size. With the initialization of the tracking using the coarse estimates from the
acquisition, the tracking function starts to synchronize the local replica signal to the input signal
continuously. In a standard GNSS receiver, the tracking is usually composed of three closed
loops including DLL, FLL and PLL. The function diagram of generic single channel tracking is
shown in Figure 2.5 (Ward 2006). For the scalar tracking, each channel is assigned to track each
satellite which means the architecture in Figure 2.5 will be copied to each channel.
As shown in Figure 2.5, the tracking is similar to the acquisition as it needs to wipe off carrier
frequency and the code of the input signal. However the most different part between tracking and
acquisition is the discriminator and loop filter which make the tracking loop to be a closed loop.
Carrier wipe-off produces In-phase (I) and Quadra-phase (Q) sampled data which is same with
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the acquisition. I and Q signals are multiplied with three code phase replicas including early (E),
prompt (P) and late (L) to generate six correlator outputs (𝑄𝑄𝐸𝐸 , 𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃 , 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿 , 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸 , 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃 , 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿 ). E, P and L

represent different shifted phase versions of the local code replica. These correlators output are

used to discriminate the code phase error, the frequency error and the carrier phase error between
the local signal replicas and the input signal by the discriminators. The local loop filter is used to
reduce the noise of the discriminator output to generate the control parameters which are used to
control the NCO.
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Figure 2.5: Generic digital receiver channel tracking block diagram
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In addition to the mostly used scalar tracking, another option is vector tracking. The vector
tracking is studied intensively for decades, although it is not utilized in standalone commercial
GNSS receivers right now. The vector tracking will be detailed in the section 2.4.
2.2.4 Navigation processor
If GNSS signals can be tracked precisely and continuously, observation measurements including
pseudorange, Doppler, carrier phase can be generated. With these measurements, the navigation
processor can determine the user position, velocity and clock error. For the single point
positioning (SPP), two methods are usually used including the least-square (LS) and the
extended Kalman filter (EKF). SPP usually gets several meters level accuracy when the receiver
operates in a benign environment. SPP is usually used in the mass market such as the pedestrian
navigation with smartphones and the vehicle navigation with the low-cost GNSS receivers.
However, there are some applications such as the autonomous vehicle and the surveying which
need high precision positioning solution. To achieve high precision positioning, two standard
strategies are usually used including PPP and RTK. In the past, two categories of GNSS
receivers including low-cost receivers with low precision and high-cost receivers with high
precision are separated. However, recently in mass market applications where low-cost GNSS
receivers dominate, the trend to develop the high precision positioning solution is up. Several
companies have produced low-cost high precision GNSS receivers to target mass-market
applications with the high precision positioning such as Piksi-Multi from Swiftnav Inc., M8P
GNSS receiver from Ublox, Precis-BX305 from Tersus-GNSS Inc. to name a few.
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2.2.5 Receiver implementation strategies
Although the basic functions are similar for GNSS receivers, there are different implementation
strategies. The GNSS receiver implementations could be classified into two categories including
the hardware receiver and the software receiver. Hardware receivers include the SOC
implementation and the board implementations. Some SOC implementations integrate the
baseband processor and the navigation processor into the same chip such as BCM4752 from
Broadcom. Some SOC producers also integrated front-end into a chip besides of baseband and
navigation functions such as Mockbird UC6225 from Unicorcomm. These chips usually can be
configured but could not be programed according to new algorithms. GNSS receiver boards
usually implement the correlators in FPGA and other functions in DSP or ARM such as the
original Piksi from Swiftnav Inc. One of GNSS receiver boards is TUTGNSS (Tampere
University of Technology Global Navigation Satellite System) which is free for non-commercial
usage (Hurskainen 2009).
On the other hand, software GNSS receivers implement all the functions except of the front-end
in a general processor such as a PC or an ARM. For software GNSS receivers running on a PC,
there are several open source projects such as GNSS software-defined receiver (GNSS-SDR) by
Prades et al. (2011) from the Centre Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya (CTTC),
and GNSS Software Defined Radio Library (GNSS-SDRLIB) from Suzuki and Kubo (2014).
For GNSS receivers running on an ARM, Gamba et al (2015) have implemented an ARM based
embedded real- time software GNSS receiver called eNGene. Trimble also introduced a new
product called Catalyst which could run on a smartphone with a DA1 digital antenna. DA1
digital antenna integrated with a front-end. Hense Catalyst on the smartphone only needs to
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process the IF data transferred from DA1 digital antenna. With the smartphone can run GNSS
software receiver, the new advanced algorithms can be implemented and tested in real
environments quickly.
Correlation process in the GNSS software receivers dominates the computation cost (Chen et al.
2012). To improve efficiency of correlation, graphics processing unit (GPU) based correlator are
proposed and implemented in GNSS receivers by many researchers (Petovello et al. 2008; Pany
et al. 2010, 2015; Xu et al. 2017, to name a few) considering the characteristics of correlation
and GPU. Tran et al. (2017) presented a review of GNSS receiver architectures and suggested
combined pipeline custom correlator/custom core controller after examining the receiver
architecture with a cost function including non-programmability, development cost, resource
utilization, energy consumption, memory capacity requirement, and input/output (I/O) latency.
2.3 Carrier phase measurements errors
In the previous sections, the GNSS receiver architecture has been introduced and this thesis
focuses on low-cost GNSS receivers with high precision applications. As described in the
introduction section, carrier phase measurements are vital for the high precision algorithms.
Carrier phase measurements are generated from the carrier phase tracking loop. Hence,
improving carrier phase tracking performance is mainly focused in this thesis. In this section, the
main carrier phase measurements error sources will be introduced. Phase jitter and dynamic
stress error are the dominant sources of the carrier phase errors in a GNSS receiver (Ward 2006).
The phase jitter includes uncorrelated phase error such as the thermal noise error and the
oscillator noise error. More details of each error source are given below.
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2.3.1 Thermal noise
For the PLL with an arctangent discriminator, the thermal noise jitter is computed as follows
(Ward 2006):

Bn
C / N0

360
2π

=
σ PLLt



1
1 +

2TC / N 0 


(2-6)

where 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 is carrier loop bandwidth, 𝐶𝐶/𝑁𝑁0 is carrier to noise power expressed as a ratio. T is

coherent integration time. As shown in Eq. (2-6), decreasing bandwidth and increasing coherent
integration time can reduce the thermal noise error.
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Figure 2.6: Carrier phase thermal noise jitter
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The thermal noise error will be reduced in better signal environments with higher 𝐶𝐶/𝑁𝑁0 . Figure
2.6 shows the carrier phase thermal noise jitter for different loop filter bandwidths under

different CNRs. Each subgraph in Figure 2.6 represents one coherent integration time setting
which is shown in the figure. Different subgraphs show the similar pattern which shows the
thermal noise jitter is increased as the CNR is reduced. Increasing the loop bandwidth also
increases the thermal noise jitter. With the comparison of different subgraphs, it can be seen that
the longer coherent integration time can reduce the thermal noise jitter. Hence, to reduce the
thermal noise jitter, it is better to increase the coherent integration time and reduce the bandwidth
when the CNR is fixed which is mainly determined by the environments and the receiver
antenna. However as will be shown in the following section, the bandwidth and the coherent
integration time are limited by other factors such as the oscillator phase noise and the receiver
dynamic stress.
Although Eq. (2-6) is for the carrier thermal noise jitter of the PLL rather than the discriminator
output, several researchers have used it as the carrier phase noise of the arctangent discriminator.
Different discriminators show different noise variances for the PLL. Curran (2015) has derived
the noise variance of the arctangent discriminator which is used in this research, since the
discriminator outputs are used as the measurements for the EKF.
2.3.2 Oscillator noise
The oscillator phase noise includes the Allan deviation phase noise and the “external” phase
noise (Irsigler and Eissfeller 2002). The oscillator frequency instability causes Allan deviation
phase noise which can be quantified by the Allan deviation or Allan variance. The “external”
phase noise is caused by the receiver dynamic or the oscillator vibration.
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Allan deviation phase noise can be calculated by an empirical equation (Ward 2006) for the
second-order loop which is shown below:

θ A = 144

σ A (τ ) f L
Bn

(2-7)

where 𝜎𝜎𝐴𝐴 (𝜏𝜏) is the Allan deviation in dimensionless unit, 𝜏𝜏 is short-term stability gate time for
Allan variance measurements, 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 is carrier frequency (such as 1575.42MHz for GPS L1 signal),

𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 is carrier loop bandwidth. 𝜎𝜎𝐴𝐴 (𝜏𝜏) can be calculated according to Ward (2006):

σ A (τ ) = 2.5

∆θ
wLτ

(2-8)

where ∆𝜃𝜃 is the RMS jitter into phase discriminator due to the oscillator; 𝑤𝑤𝐿𝐿 is the L-band input

frequency (𝑤𝑤𝐿𝐿 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 ) ; 𝜏𝜏 is the short-term stability gate time for Allan variance measurements
noise. Eq. (2-7) introduced by Ward (2006) is hard to calculated, since the RMS jitter ∆𝜃𝜃 could
not be obtained usually.

Another expression to calculate the Allan deviation phase noise jitter 𝜃𝜃𝐴𝐴 is described as follows

(Irsigler and Eissfeller 2002):

 π 2 h−2 π h−1
h0 
=
+
+
θ A 360π f L2 

2
3
 2 w0 4 w0 4 2 w0 

(2-9)

where ℎ0 , ℎ−1 and ℎ−2 are Allan variance parameters which represent different process: ℎ0

represents white frequency noise; ℎ−1 represents flicker frequency noise; ℎ−2 represents random
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walk frequency noise. Typical Allan variance coefficients for various timing standards are listed
by Brown and Hwang (2012) shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Typical Allan Variance Coefficients for Various Timing Standards (Brown and
Hwang, 2012)
ℎ0

Timing Standard
TCXO (Low)

ℎ−1

2 × 10−19

7 × 10−21

2 × 10−20

2 × 10−25

7 × 10−25

6 × 10−25

2 × 10−21

TCXO (High)
OCXO

1 × 10−22

2 × 10−22

Rubidium

3 × 10−24

4.5 × 10−26

2 × 10−22

Cesium

ℎ−2

1 × 10−30

5 × 10−27

1.5 × 10−33

30

Allan deviation phase noise jitter (degree)

25

TCXO(low quality)
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TCXO(high quality)
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15
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Figure 2.7: Oscillator Allan deviation phase noise jitter
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From Eq. (2-7) and (2-9), it can be seen that, the Allan deviation phase noise jitter is inversely
proportional to loop bandwidth which is opposite with the thermal noise error. Figure 2.7 shows
the oscillator Allan deviation phase noise jitter for different kinds of oscillators. The influence of
the bandwidth on the TCXO is more obvious than other oscillators, especially at small
bandwidths. When the bandwidth is less than 4 Hz, the Allan deviation phase noise jitter is
increased quickly with reduction of the bandwidth for the TCXO. This research focuses on the
carrier phase tracking based on the low cost GNSS receivers. Hence the influence of the Allan
deviation noise has to be considered when the bandwidth is reduced to less than 4 Hz.
The “external” oscillator phase noise includes the vibration- induced noise (Irsigler and Eissfeller
2002) and the oscillator acceleration stress error. The vibration- induced noise results from the
phase fluctuations within the crystal oscillator’s positive- feedback loop due to the mechanical
deformations of the physical oscillator (Hati et al. 2009). The oscillator’s sensitivity to vibration
is usually characterized by its acceleration sensitivity, called g-sensitivity. Several methods have
been proposed to mitigate the acceleration sensitivity of the oscillator from different aspects
(Filler 1988). For the second-order PLL, the vibration- induced noise phase jitter can be
calculated with the equation shown below:

360 f L
σv =
2π

f max

∫

Sv2 ( f m )

f min

P( f m )
df m
f m2

(2-10)

where 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 is carrier frequency, 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣 (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ) is oscillator vibration sensitivity of ∆𝑓𝑓/𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 per g as a

function of 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 , 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 is random vibration modulation frequency, P( 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ) is power curve of the
random vibration in 𝑔𝑔2 /𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 as a function of 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 , g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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From Eq. (2-10), it can be seen that the vibration induced noise is independent of the loop order
and the bandwidth as described by Lian (2004). However, Eq. (2-10) is correct for band-limited
PSD of vibration (Irsigler and Eissfeller 2002). For constant PSD of vibration across the entire
frequency range, the vibration induced phase jitter for second order PLL 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣−2 can be calculated

(Irsigler and Eissfeller 2002, Van Dierendonck 1996) as:

σ v − 2 = 151.4 f L Sv ( f m )

P( f m )
w0

(2-11)

where 𝑤𝑤0 is loop filter natural radian frequency which can be calculated using loop bandwidth.

The vibration induced phase jitter for the third order PLL 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣−3 with the constant PSD of the
vibration across the entire frequency range can be calculated as:

σ v −3 = 147 f L Sv ( f m )

P( f m )
π w0

(2-12)

From Eq. (2-11) and (2-12), it can be seen that the vibration induced noise error is related to the
loop order and inversely proportional to the loop bandwidth. As shown by Irsigler and Eissfeller
(2002), low-frequency vibrations have induced more vibration induced phase jitter and can be
reduced by increasing the loop bandwidth, however higher frequency vibration induced phase
jitter is independent of the loop bandwidth.
Oscillator acceleration stress error can be calculated (Ward 2006) as:
360 S g f L G (t)
∆f g =
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(2-13)

where 𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔 is the g-sensitivity of the oscillator, 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 is the carrier frequency, G(t) is the acceleratio n
stress in g as a function of time. When only the acceleration is present, the unit of ∆𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔 is °/𝑠𝑠

which can be ignored by the second order PLL, since the second order PLL is insensitive to the

velocity stress (Ward 2006). However, if the tracking loop experience jerk stresses (g/s), the
jerk- induced oscillator error can be sensed by the second order loop which is the same as the
dynamic stress error described in next subsection. Usually, the oscillator acceleration stress error
could not be separated from the receiver dynamic stress error.
Considering different characteristics of the thermal noise and the oscillator phase noise, the loop
bandwidth design is trade-off between the thermal noise rejection and the oscillator phase noise
error mitigation in static mode. Another property is that all the oscillator phase noises induced by
the reference oscillator will influence all the tracking channels in the same way. Hence, all the
tracking channels can be used to estimate the oscillator phase noise error together.
2.3.3 Dynamic stress error
Dynamic stress error is caused by the dynamics between receiver and the satellites. The dynamic
stress error for a second-order loop can be calculated by Ward (2006):

θe =

d 2 R / dt 2
w02

(2-14)

where 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑅𝑅/𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 2 is the maximum line of sight (LOS) acceleration, 𝑤𝑤0 is loop filter natural radian

frequency which can be calculated using loop bandwidth. Increasing loop bandwidth can reduce

the dynamic stress error. Similar to the receiver dynamic stress error, the oscillator dynamic
stress error is also inversely proportional to the loop bandwidth. Dynamic stress error is related
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to the loop orders and the dynamic stress. For the unaided second order PLL, the acceleration
(𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 ) and higher dynamics can cause errors on the loop. Jerk stress (𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 3 ) and higher
dynamics can generate error for the third order loop which is insensitive to acceleration.

Although the higher order loop can endure more dynamics, GNSS receivers usually do not apply
higher than the third order loop due to the stability problem (Xie 2009).
2.3.4 Total carrier phase measurement error
Considering all above phase jitters and 1-sigma rule threshold as 15° with two-quadrant

arctangent discriminator, the 1-sigma total carrier phase jitter can be calculated as follows (Ward
2006):

σ PLL
=

2
σ PLLt
+ σ v2 + σ A2 +

θe
3

≤ 15Ο

(2-15)

where 𝜎𝜎𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the 1-sigma thermal noise jitter in degrees; 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣 is the 1-sigma vibration-induced

oscillator jitter in degrees; 𝜎𝜎𝐴𝐴 is the Allan variance–induced oscillator jitter in degrees; 𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒 is the

dynamic stress error which is caused by the receiver dynamics and the oscillator acceleration
stress. All the errors sources are introduced in previous subsections.
From Eq. (2-6), (2-9), (2-11) and (2-14), it can be seen, the loop filter bandwidth is trade-off
between different phase jitter sources which is the dilemma problem for parameters design. Two
categories can be classified: one is the thermal noise jitter which is preferred to the small loop
bandwidth; the other is oscillator phase noise jitter and dynamic stress error which can be
reduced with larger bandwidth. In other aspect, the loop bandwidth is designed condition on the
balance between the thermal noise (CNR) and the receiver dynamics.
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To illustrate the influence of the bandwidth on the total carrier phase jitter under different CNRs,
one example for the second order PLL with GPS L1 signal is presented. The coherent integration
time is set as 1 ms and the low quality TCXO is used. The oscillator vibration is not considered
in this test. The acceleration stress of the receiver is set as 0 g, 0.3 g (typical for vehicle
applications), 1 g (the gravity acceleration on the earth at sea level standard) and 3 g (for Aircraft
applications).
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Figure 2.8: Total phase jitter under different dynamic modes
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Figure 2.8 shows the total phase jitter caused by the thermal noise, the oscillator Allan deviation
oscillator phase noise and the receiver dynamics. Each subgraph represents one dynamic mode
which is labeled in the figure. Analysis on each subgraph is provided as follows:
For the static mode which is shown in the upper left corner in Figure 2.8, the dynamic stress
error is zero. When the CNR is set as 15 dB-Hz, the total jitters are all above the threshold 15°

and the trend is that the total jitter is increased with increase of the bandwidth, although the slope
of the trend is reduced. The total jitter is dominated by the thermal noise phase jitter for the

signal with 15 dB-Hz. When the signal CNR is 25 dB-Hz, it can be seen the smallest total jitter
shows at 3 Hz which means the thermal noise jitter dominates when the bandwidth is larger than
3 Hz, and the oscillator phase noise will dominate when the bandwidth is smaller than 3 Hz. For
higher CNRs, such as 45 dB-Hz and 50 dB-Hz, the dominated error is the oscillator phase noise
jitter and the total phase jitter is reduced with the reduction of the loop bandwidth.
When a low dynamic is added as shown in the upper right corner of Figure 2.8, the trend of the
total jitter line under 15 dB-Hz is changed and the optimal bandwidth is 5 Hz, although it is still
larger than 100°. When the signal CNR is 15 dB-Hz and the bandwidth is smaller than 5 Hz, the

receiver dynamic stress error and the oscillator phase jitter will dominate the total phase jitter
rather than the thermal noise jitter. For higher CNRs, with the weight of the thermal noise jitter is
reduced further, the optimal bandwidth will be increased.
For higher dynamic modes shown in the two subgraphs in the lower half of Figure 2.8, the
weight of the receiver dynamic stress error is increased further. Even with high CNR, the carrier
phase tracking loop will lose lock under small bandwidth. For the high dynamic applications,
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sometimes, the carrier phase tracking will be replaced with FLL and the stable carrier frequency
tracking will be focused.
From Figure 2.8, it can be seen that when the loop bandwidth is to be designed, the application
conditions such as high-sensitivity or high-dynamics have to be considered. One tough situation
is the receiver will be applied in high-dynamic mode with lower signal power where new
algorithms rather than normal PLL and the external sensor aided are needed. One note is that the
results shown in the Figure 2.8 uses 1 ms coherent integration time. In the high-sensitivity
applications the coherent integration time should be increased. However, the coherent integration
time is also limited by the oscillator and dynamic stress (Gowdayyanadoddi 2015), since low
quality oscillator and high dynamic will increase the frequency error which will reduced the Inphase correlator outputs shown in Eq. (2-4).
2.4 Vector tracking
Vector tracking utilizes the common information between different channels to improve the
tracking performance. In this section, the principle of the VDLL and the VDFLL will be
introduced. The positioning performance of the VDLL aided by the precise orbit and clock
information is provided. The principles of the VPLL including the joint VPLL, the pure VPLL
and the DVPLL or the RTK-VPLL are also introduced in detail.
2.4.1 VDLL
Unlike the scalar tracking, the VDLL combines code tracking of all channels together based on
the EKF. The basic VDLL architecture is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: VDLL architecture
The correlation, the discriminator and the NCO of the vector tracking are similar to the scalar
tracking. The vector architecture shown in Figure 2.9 is also called centralized structure which
means it only uses one EKF without local filters. The other vector architectures utilize local
filters to improve efficiency which is called federated filtering architecture or cascaded approach
(Lashley 2009, Petovello and Lachapelle 2006).
The EKF uses all the code discriminator outputs from all the channels as measurements. And the
states used in the EKF are the position and clock bias error:
δ x 
δ y 
x= 
δ z 
 
δt 
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(2-16)

The dynamic model is:

xk =
Φ k ,k −1 xk −1 + wk −1

(2-17)

where Φ𝑘𝑘,𝑘𝑘−1 is transition matrix and 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘−1 is the process noise;

1
0

Φ k ,k −1 =
0

0

0 0 0
1 0 0 
0 1 0

0 0 1

(2-18)

The measurement model is:

=
zk Hxk + vk

(2-19)

where H is the design or geometry matrix calculated using the direction vectors from the receiver
to the satellites; 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 are the measurements which are the code discriminator output. 𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 is the

measurement noise.

The projection unit is used to transform the states to the code NCO corrections. The projection
unit is:
𝑥𝑥

𝑥𝑥 𝑦𝑦 𝑧𝑧 𝑇𝑇

where �𝑟𝑟

𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟

⎡ 𝑟𝑟 ⎤
⎢ 𝑦𝑦 ⎥
projection unit = ⎢ 𝑟𝑟 ⎥
𝑧𝑧
⎢ 𝑟𝑟 ⎥
⎣1⎦

� is the LOS vector between the receiver antenna and the satellite.
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(2-20)

2.4.2 VDFLL
Compared to the VDLL, the VDFLL not only integrates code tracking in the vector architecture
but also integrates frequency tracking. VDFLL contained frequency discriminator outputs in the
EKF measurements which are shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: VDFLL architecture
The states of the EKF in the VDFLL are position, velocity, clock bias and clock drift errors:
x = [δ x δ y δ z δ t δ vx

δ v y δ vz δ t]T

The dynamic model of the VDFLL which is similar to Eq. (2-17) is:
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(2-21)

xk =
Φ k ,k −1 xk −1 + wk −1

(2-22)

where Φ𝑘𝑘,𝑘𝑘−1 is transition matrix and 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘−1 is the process noise;

1
0

0

0
Φ k ,k −1 =
0

0
0

0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

T 0 0 0
0 T 0 0 
0 0 T 0

0 0 0 T
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 

(2-23)

where T is coherent integration time.
The measurements for the EKF in the VDFLL are the code discriminator outputs and the
frequency discriminator outputs.
2.4.3 Joint VPLL
The first joint VPLL architecture is proposed by Zhodzishsky et al. (1998). The joint VPLL
includes a common tracking loop for all the channels and the individual channel for each
channel. This method is for the carrier phase tracking, and the architecture is shown in Figure
2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Joint VPLL architecture
As shown in Figure 2.11, for each channel, there is a local individual loop which is the same
with the scalar tracking to track the channel-specific errors (e.g. atmospheric effects, satellite
oscillator). In addition to the local individual loop, the outputs of the phase discriminators are
transformed to the common tracking errors with the LS method. The common tracking errors
include errors in the prediction of the change of the receiver position and clock bias. Then the common
tracking errors are filtered respectively by the common high-bandwidth filters in each direction.
Then, the outputs of the common filters are transformed back to the frequency corrections by the
LOS matrix. The frequency correction from the common loop is summed with the local
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individual loop filter to control the carrier NCO. Since the LS method is used, the common loop
filters usually utilizes a fixed bandwidth.
Similar to Eq. (2-19) in the EKF, the measurements model for the LS is:
=
zk Hxk + wk

(2-24)

where 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 is the measurement vector which are the carrier phase discriminator outputs of all the

channels, 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 is the state vectors including the errors in the prediction of the change of position and

clock bias, 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘 is the measurement noise vector. H is the design matrix which is line of sight matrix for

all the satellites. With the weighted LS, the estimates of state vector are calculated as:
−1 𝑇𝑇 −1
𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 = (𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅−1
𝑘𝑘 𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘 ) 𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

(2-25)

where 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘 is the covariance matrix of measurement noise.
2.4.4 Pure VPLL

The pure VPLL eliminates the local individual PLL and only retains the common loop based on
LS method (Henkel et al. 2009a) or KF method (Giger et al. 2009). Since the local filter is
eliminated, the channel-specific errors (e.g. atmospheric effects, satellite clock error) have to be
estimated by the common loops. The whole architecture of the pure VPLL is shown in Figure
2.12. The pure VPLL is initialized by the conventional scalar PLL method.
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Figure 2.12: Pure VPLL architecture
Unlike the joint VPLL, the states for the LS include not only the errors in the prediction of the
change of the position and the clock bias ∆𝑥𝑥�, but also contains the satellites clock error ∆𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡̂,
ionospheric delay errors ∆𝐼𝐼̂ and the tropospheric wet zenith delay error ∆𝑇𝑇�𝑧𝑧. Although the pure

VPLL works better than the conventional scalar PLL under ionospheric scintillation
environments, the pure VPLL is unstable and computation cost is increased compared to both
conventional PLL and the joint VPLL.
2.4.5 Pure VPLL with a base station
Unlike the joint VPLL and the pure VPLL in a standalone GNSS receiver, the pure VPLL with a
base station is more complicated. The core part of the pure VPLL with a base station is that the
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local carrier replicas are generated from a reference base station (Brewer 2014; Martin 2017).
DVPLL proposed by Brewer (2014) needs the precise location of the rower receiver first and
transfer the carrier phase measurements from the base station to the rower receiver. RTK-PLL
introduced by Martin (2017) needs the RTK positioning with ambiguity fixed for the rower and
derives the carrier phase replicas for the rower receiver from the RTK solution. The general
architecture for the pure VPLL with a base station is shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Pure VPLL with base station
As shown in Figure 2.13, the carrier phase discriminator output is used as measurements in the
DVPLL engine or the RTK-VPLL engine. The tracking loops are closed with the carrier phase
measurements from the base station. Unlike other pure VPLLs introduced previous, the pure
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VPLL with base station needs to be initialized with precise positioning of the rower (Brewer
2014) or RTK solution (Martin 2017).
Although this architecture has shown the better sensitivity performance (Martin 2017), there are
several drawbacks. 1) This method needs a base station which will increase the cost of the
system. 2) The needs of a base station will reduce the robustness of the system, e.g. the data link
between the rower receiver and base station could be interrupted or the base station may not
work well for some time such as under strong scintillation environments. 3) Since it adds a base
station in the tracking loop, the complexity of the receiver is increased. 4) The initialization of
this architecture needs the precise location of the rower or the RTK solution with ambiguity
fixed which will increase the initialization time.
2.5 VDLL utilizing precise satellite orbit/clock and atmospheric model
In above sections, the vector tracking is introduced. In previous study on vector tracking, the
position accuracy draws less attention. Unlike the conventional GNSS receivers where the
position solution is calculated with measurements separately from the tracking part, vector
tracking especially VDLL provides the position solution inside the tracking part. The influence
of the tracking principle on the position accuracy is not analysed before.
VDLL usually utilizes the broadcast ephemeris in the EKF and use the navigation solution to
generate corrections for the code NCO. The broadcast orbit accuracy is around 100 cm, and the
clock root-mean-square (RMS) is 5 ns. The IGS ultra-rapid (IGU) product provides satellite orbit
accuracy at around 5 cm and the clock accuracy at 3 ns. The IGU products can be applied in the
EKF of the VDLL to improve the tracking performance (Xu and Gao, 2012). Although the
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accuracy of the precise orbit and clock is much better than the broadcast orbit, the position
accuracy can be still poor because of the significant effects of the ionospheric and tropospheric
delays. In this part, the VDLL is implemented in a software receiver using C++. The VDLL
aided with the precise satellite orbit/clock and atmosphere models is also implemented and
compared with the conventional VDLL without the aiding information.
The IGS Global Ionospheric Model (GIM) is applied to reduce the errors introduced by the
ionosphere. The empirical Hopfield model is applied to reduce the troposphere delay. The
corrections from the atmosphere model are added to the measurements before the EKF. Precise
orbit and clock information will be used in EKF. The diagram of the VDLL aided by external
information is shown in Figure 2.14.
As shown in Figure 2.14, the block with red line is the aiding information of precise orbit/clock
and atmosphere corrections. The aiding information is applied to the EKF of the VDLL. The
method of the position calculation with aiding information in the VDLL is called aided VDLL
(AVDLL). An external EKF is also added shown in the green block which is used to calculate
the position solution using the aiding information and pseudorange measurements generated
from the vector tracking loop. The method of the positon solution generated using the external
EKF is called precise VDLL (PVDLL). The difference between the AVDLL and the PVDLL is
that AVDLL uses DLL discriminator outputs as measurements and PVDLL uses pseduorange as
measurements.
A field test is conducted to assess the performance of the VDLL with aiding information. The
data is collected on the roof of the Engineering Building at the University of Calgary using SiGe
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GN3S Sampler v1 and a surveying grade antenna. The antenna is placed on pillar with precise
known coordinates.
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Figure 2.14: The diagram of VDLL aided with precise satellite orbit/clock and atmosphere
models
There are eight satellites available during the test. The CNR values of different satellites are
shown in Figure 2.15. The CRNs of almost all satellites are more than 40 dB-Hz, since the data is
collected in an open-sky environment with a survey grade antenna.
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Figure 2.15: C/N of different satellites in open sky
Table 2.2 provides the mean and standard deviation of position error for different positon
calculation methods in this test.
Table 2.2: Position errors of different structures
Structure type

X-mean

Y-mean

Z-mean

X-STD

Y- STD

Z- STD

VDLL (m)

-3.66

-5.59

5.28

1.41

2.64

3.91

AVDLL (m)

-3.67

-5.57

5.25

1.40

2.63

3.89

PVDLL (m)

-0.08

1.203

-2.00

1.50

2.85

4.22

From Table 2.2, it can be seen that the results from the PVDLL are better than the VDLL since
the aiding information is applied. However, the position results from the AVDLL are similar
with that from the VDLL without aiding information. The error standard deviations are
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comparable for the three position results, since the aiding information is only used to reduce the
bias error.
If the atmosphere models and the precise orbit/clock information are applied to the conventional
receiver based on the scalar tracking, the positon accuracy will be improved. When the aiding
information is applied to the receiver based on the vector tracking, the position result should be
improved too. However the field test shows that for the AVDLL, the position accuracy is not
improved compared to the conventional VDLL although aiding information has been applied to
the EKF.
To explain the results, the principle of the VDLL needs to be mentioned again. Firstly, the
tracking loop is used to make the local signal replicas synchronized with the input signal.
However, the input signal is influenced by ionosphere and troposphere which means the locally
generated signal should include this atmosphere delay. In the AVDLL, the position solution from
the EKF is used to generate corrections for the code NCO directly, which means the position
solution from the EKF of the AVDLL should be biased to make the local replica synchronized
with the input signal. Although, the aiding information applied in the EKF of the AVDLL, to
make the local replica and the input signal synchronization, the position solution includes a bias.
However, in the PVDLL, the pseudorange measurements corrected by the atmosphere models
are used to calculate the position which is separated from the EKF of the VDLL and the position
solution is not used to create the corrections for the code NCO.
If the position solution corrected with aiding information is needed for the VDLL, it should add a
separate position filter to obtain better the better position results.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the whole GNSS receiver architecture and different components are introduced in
detail. Different receiver implementation strategies are overviewed. For carrier phase tracking,
different carrier phase measurements errors are described and the dilemma problem of the
parameters design is analysed. The principles and the implementation methods of vector tracking
are provided. The position solutions of the VDLL aided by precise orbit/clock and atmosphere
models are analysed. Due to the principle of the VDLL, it needs a separate position filter to
obtain better position results when aiding information is applied. Although the vector tracking
has been investigated for decades, for standalone commercial receivers, only the joint VPLL is
implemented in the Topcon’s commercial receivers. In this thesis, the joint VPLL is focused and
its performance is analysed for the carrier phase tracking.
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Chapter Three: Sensitivity Analysis of Carrier Phase Tracking Based on the Joint VPLL

3.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously, there is a dilemma problem to design the loop parameters in the
conventional tracking loop. The bandwidth, for instance, should be narrowed in order to decrease
the thermal noise error, however, narrowing the bandwidth will increase the oscillator noise error
and dynamic stress error. To address this problem and improve the tracking sensitivity of the
carrier phase, a joint VPLL architecture is proposed. The transfer function model of the proposed
joint VPLL is provided and the carrier phase tracking sensitivity is tested with a hardware
simulator. Since the common loop of the joint VPLL combines all available satellites to estimate
the common dynamics, this will cause inter-channel influence between different satellites. The
inter-channel influence between satellites is also analyzed in this chapter.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The methodology of the joint VPLL and
the transfer function model are introduced in section 3.2. Details of implementations of the joint
VPLL are given in section 3.3. The test and performance comparison of the conventional PLL
and the proposed joint VPLL are given in section 3.4. The inter- influence between different
satellites with the joint VPLL is given in section 3.5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
3.2 Joint VPLL
In this section, the joint VPLL architecture is introduced first. The transfer function model based
on the joint vector architecture is then derived. The implementation of the proposed joint VPLL
is finally described.
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3.2.1 Joint vector phase lock loop architecture
The architecture of the joint VPLL is shown in Figure 3.1. Unlike the Co-Op tracking which use
LS method in the common loop and the pure VPLL which only retains the common loop, the
proposed joint VPLL is implemented using an extended Kalman filter for the common loop. The
RF signal is received by the antenna, then processed by the front-end which pre- filters, downconverts and samples the RF signal to IF data.

IF data

NCO

filter
Channel 1

Correlation

Carrier phase
Discriminator
EKF

Correlation

Carrier phase
Discriminator

P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n

Channel N
NCO

filter

Figure 3.1: The joint VPLL architecture for carrier phase tracking
The IF data is received and processed by the baseband processor to generate measurements. The
tracking loops of the baseband algorithms usually include DLL, FLL and PLL. In this research,
the DLL is first-order loop aided by the PLL and FLL is not used. In the proposed joint VPLL, a
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vector phase lock loop is added based on EKF in addition to the conventional individual PLLs
dedicated to individual channels as shown in Figure 3.1. The vector common loop uses the
discriminators outputs of all channels as measurements to estimate the prediction error of
position and clock bias change. The estimated states are used to feed back to the carrier NCO
through a projection block. In addition to the common loop, the conventional loops, each
dedicated to a specific satellite, is conserved to track the channel-dependent dynamics. Secondorder PLL is used in this research.
3.2.2 Transfer function models for the joint VPLL
Figure 3.2 shows the transfer function (TF) model of the joint VPLL architecture. The TF model
is a Laplace transform of the joint VPLL. The states of EKF are the position and oscillator
prediction errors. There are some assumptions in the TF models. Firstly, the discriminator is
assumed as linear subtraction. Secondly, the thermal noise includes all the effects, e.g. the
atmosphere, front-end, antenna and so on.
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Figure 3.2: The transfer function model of VPLL
The TF model of the common loop can be written as follows (Bhattacharyya and GebreEgziabher 2010):
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For all channels, the TF model is:
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Substitute Eq. (3-1) to Eq. (3-2) and get the TF model for all channels:
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(3-2)
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For an individual channel, the TF model is:

1
=
θi  F ( s )(ϕi + ni − θi ) + fi  + θ c
s

(3-4)

where 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 is the output from the common filter for the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ channel which is calculated based on all

available channels in the EKF as described in Eq. (3-1).
From Eq. (3-3), 𝜃𝜃⃗ can be gotten as:
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where:
𝜑𝜑�⃗ is the input signal carrier phase vector include all channels: 𝜑𝜑�⃗ = [𝜑𝜑1 𝜑𝜑2 ⋯ 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ]𝑇𝑇;

𝜃𝜃⃗ is the signal local replica carrier phase vector include all channels: 𝜃𝜃⃗ = [𝜃𝜃1 𝜃𝜃2 ⋯ 𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛 ]𝑇𝑇 ;

𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛 is the n by n identity matrix;
𝐾𝐾4× 𝑛𝑛 is the Kalman gain;

𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛×4 is the geometry matrix;
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(3-5)

𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 is the local oscillator phase noise;

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 is the thermal noise of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ channel;

F(s) is the individual local filter transfer function;
For an individual channel in Eq. (3-4), the output of the NCO, 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 is not only related to the

channel’s inputs such as 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 and 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 , but also related to 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 which is controlled by all available
channels in the EKF. In Eq. (3-5), there are two components, namely, the input signal and

�⃗) and the oscillator phase noise 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐 . Eq. (3-5) can be separated into the
thermal noise ( 𝜑𝜑�⃗ + 𝑛𝑛

following two equations.
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(3-7)

where 𝜃𝜃⃗𝑠𝑠 is the NCO output related to the input signal including the thermal noise; 𝜃𝜃⃗𝑜𝑜 is the NCO

output related to the oscillator noise.

From Eq. (3-7), it can be seen that the oscillator phase noise is not only processed by the local
filter but also by the common loop based on the EKF. If the EKF can estimate the oscillator
noise error which is common to all channels, the design of the local filter F(s) is then not limited
by the oscillator noise. Similar to the oscillator noise shown in Eq. (3-6), the input signals and
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thermal noise of different channels are processed jointly by the EKF. The dynamic stress error
can be estimated jointly by the joint VPLL too. There are four states in the EKF. If the error of
the dynamic stress and oscillator noise can be estimated by the common loop, the bandwidth of
the local filter can be decreased which subsequently decreases the thermal noise error. In the
optimal state, the dynamic stress error and the oscillator phase noise error could be estimated
perfectly by the EKF. This allows the local filter F(s) to be optimized according to the thermal
noise which contains mainly channel-based error.
Although the dynamic stress error and oscillator phase noise error can be estimated using the
common loop, the joint vector tracking method will make the errors in one channel spread to
other channels. For example, the inference in one channel will influence other channels through
this common loop. The thermal noise error is usually derived from the single channel in a
conventional receiver, however, for the joint VPLL, except the thermal noise error from the
individual channel, the thermal noise error in this channel should include the errors generated
from the common loop.
As seen in Eq. (3-6) and (3-7), the transfer function includes a matrix inverse which is related to
all available satellites, it is very hard to derive the equivalent bandwidth theoretically. Hence, a
hardware simulator is used to assess the performance of the proposed joint VPLL. The focus will
be on static scenario, and this implies that thermal noise and oscillator phase noise are the main
error sources. The dynamics induced by the satellite is calculated and compensated using
ephemeris and estimated user location. In the following section, the implementation of the joint
VPLL is described in details.
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3.3 Implementation of the joint VPLL
Based on the software receiver (Chen and Gao 2015), the joint VPLL architecture is
implemented. The individual channel of the joint VPLL is the same with the conventional PLL,
although the loop parameters are different. For the EKF of the joint VPLL, the states, system
model and measurement model are all described below.
The state vector of the EKF is 𝑥𝑥 = [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿]𝑇𝑇 which includes the errors in prediction of the

change of position in the ECEF (Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed) coordinate system and the
receiver clock bias.
Similar to the system model of the VDLL, the system model of the common loop in the joint
VPLL is:
xk =
Φ k ,k −1 xk −1 + wk −1

(3-8)

where Φ𝑘𝑘,𝑘𝑘−1 is the transition matrix: Φ𝑘𝑘,𝑘𝑘−1 = 𝐼𝐼4×4 and 𝐼𝐼4×4 is an identity matrix; 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘 =

[𝑤𝑤𝑥𝑥 𝑤𝑤𝑦𝑦 𝑤𝑤𝑧𝑧 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 ]𝑇𝑇 represent the process noises in the three different coordinate directions and the

oscillator induced noise, respectively. For the oscillator phase noise, here the Allan deviation
oscillator phase noise is considered since the front-end is static. So the variance of the oscillator
phase noise with Allan variance parameters can be calculated as follows (Brown and Hwang,
2012):

σ t2=

h0
2
∆t + π 2 h−2 ∆t 3
2
3
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(3-9)

where ℎ0 represents white frequency noise and ℎ−2 represents random walk frequency noise;
ℎ0 = 2 × 10−19 and ℎ−2 = 2 × 10−20

are for low quality temperature compensated crystal

oscillator (TCXO) (Brown and Hwang, 2012; Lashley and Bevly, 2011). Then 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡2 = 1.8 × 10−4

in units of square meter for coherent integration time as 20 ms. However, the precise Allan
variance coefficients of the oscillator used in the test is unknown, different values of 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡2 are

tested and 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡2 = 10 × 10−4 is used in the following test. For the covariance matrix of the
dynamic noise, a value of 1 × 10−12 𝑚𝑚2 for 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥2 , 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦2 and 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧2 in the following test.

Similar to the measurement model of the VDLL, the measurement model of the common loop in
the joint VPLL is:

=
zk Hxk + vk

(3-10)

where: 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 = [∆𝜙𝜙1 ⋯ ∆𝜙𝜙𝑁𝑁 ]𝑇𝑇 is a N×1 vector including N the phase discriminator outputs from
of N available satellites. H is the design matrix composed of slowly changing unit vectors which
depend on the relative positions of the receiver and the satellites, 𝑣𝑣 = [𝑣𝑣1 ⋯ 𝑣𝑣𝑁𝑁 ]𝑇𝑇 represents

the measurement noise which is assumed to be uncorrelated between different channels.
A two-quadrant arctangent discriminator is implemented:
Q

∆ϕi = arctan( I )

(3-11)

where Q and I represent the In-phase (I) and Quadra-phase (Q) correlator outputs respectively.
The design matrix H is:
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(3-12)

where 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 , 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦 and 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧 are the line of sight unit vectors from the receiver’s estimated position to

the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite’s position. The Kalman gain matrix 𝐾𝐾 in Eq. (3-1) can be calculated as:
=
K P − H T ( HP − H T + R ) −1

(3-13)

where 𝑃𝑃 − is the covariance matrix of the predicted estimation error and R is the covariance of the

measurements noise. Since the measurements of different channels are uncorrelated, R is a
diagonal matrix shown as follows:

σ 12  0 


R=    
 0  σ n2 



(3-14)

where 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖2 is the carrier phase discriminator output noise variance of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite. An

arctangent is used as discriminator. However the gain of an arctangent discriminator will be
quickly decreased with decreasing SNR after the SNR is below 10 dB. The process gain of the

discriminator can be compensated as described in Curran (2015), although the variance of the
discriminator output will be increased when the process gain is adjusted. The variance of the
discriminator output can be calculated according to Curran (2015) as:
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(3-15)

where c1 = 0.8046 and c2 = 0.3977, SNR is the signal to noise ratio which can be derived from
the CNR. CNR is calculated using the moments method described by Falletti et al. (2001).
3.4 Test and performance comparison
In this section, the simulation scenario is described. Following that, the performance comparison
between the conventional PLL and the proposed vector tracking method is provided.
3.4.1 Test description
A Spirent 8000 simulator is used to test the performance of the joint VPLL and compare to the
performance using the conventional PLL method. In this test, the sensitivity improvement using
the joint vector based tracking architecture is focused on. In order to exclude other error sources
such as dynamic stress error, oscillator vibration induced noise error, the antenna and front-end
are in static during the experiments. The dynamics caused by the satellite motion is estimated
and compensated using the satellite ephemeris and the receiver position. As a result, the carrier
phase error mostly would come from the oscillator and thermal noise. IF data for about 6 minutes
were collected from the simulator with a CNR of 47 dB-Hz for all satellite channels. In the
experiments, Gaussian white noises are added to the last 5 minutes of the data to adjust the CNR
for the purpose of assessing the performance using different tracking methods. In addition to the
original data set with 47 dB-Hz, 17 data sets are generated which show the CNRs are from 45
dB-Hz down to 13 dB-Hz with 2 dB intervals.
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The geometry of satellites during the test period is shown in Figure 3.3, with 11 tracked
satellites. Since no multipath and atmosphere influence are simulated, the satellites with lower
elevation angle can also be used to analyze the performance of different tracking methods.

Figure 3.3: Geometry of satellites in the test
In the test, the coherent integration time is set as 20 ms to improve the tracking sensitivity. The
dynamics of the satellite is compensated using the ephemeris and the estimated receiver location
information. After the compensation of satellite dynamics is applied, the oscillator phase noise
and thermal noise become the main factors that affect the carrier phase tracking.
In the test, the original 47 dB-Hz data is used to generate the carrier phase measurements
𝜙𝜙47d B−Hz as reference. Then the other data sets with different CNRs are processed to generate

the carrier phase measurement 𝜙𝜙𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 . The indication of the performance to compare the two
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methods is the single difference of carrier phase measurements between 𝜙𝜙47𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 −𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 and 𝜙𝜙𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
which is shown as follows

f=
fCNR − f47 dB − Hz
diff

(3-16)

𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 should show white noise since only Gaussian white noises are added to the original data

set. However since different bandwidths are used to process the data sets, ∅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 will not show

white noise and the standard deviation (STD) of ∅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 will not be able to be used as performance

indicator since the STD depends on the bandwidth. In this chapter, the cycle slips of ∅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 are
used to indicate the performance of the tracking loop.

In order to establish the carrier phase measurement reference for the test, a phase lock indicator
(PLI) is used to analyze the results, since the true phase of the carrier is unknown. The PLI can
be used to determine the ability of the algorithms to track carrier phase, which is calculated using
the normalized estimate of the cosine of twice the carrier phase error as follows (Van
Dierendonck 1996),
PLI =

NBD
NBP

≈ cos(2𝜙𝜙)

(3-17)

where NBP and NBD stand for the narrow-band power and narrow-band difference respectively
which are determined as follows:
2
2
𝑀𝑀
NBP = (∑𝑀𝑀
𝑖𝑖=1 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 ) + (∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 )

2
2
𝑀𝑀
NBD = (∑𝑀𝑀
𝑖𝑖=1 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 ) − (∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 )
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(3-18)

(3-19)

where 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is In-phase correlator output and 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 is Quadra-phase correlator output. M is the number

of correlator outputs which are obtained in the same bit duration. Since two-quadrant arctangent
discriminators are used, the 1-sigma rule threshold of 15° for the PLL is used (Ward et al. 2006).

The resulting 1-sigma rule threshold for PLI is about 0.866.

In order to establish a phase measurement reference for the test, different bandwidths are tried to
process the original data set to find the optimal bandwidth and the corresponding PLI under
different bandwidths are shown in Figure 3.4. In the figure, it can be seen that the PLI is greater
than 0.96 when the bandwidth is above 4 Hz. Since the product between bandwidth and
integration time should be much less than 1 in order to ensure the stability of the loop (Kazemi
2008), it is better to use smaller bandwidth. However it is obvious that PLI drop much when the
bandwidth is 1 Hz due to the oscillator phase noise.
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Figure 3.4: Mean PLI under different bandwidth for the data set with 47 dB-Hz data set
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To verify the influence of the oscillator phase noise, the PLI for different satellites with 1 Hz
bandwidth is shown in Figure 3.5. As shown in the figure, when the bandwidth is set to be 1 Hz
which starts at about the 50th second, the PLI drops and varies quickly. And the PLI of all
satellites drop synchronously with the same pattern because the oscillator has the same influence
on the satellites. Considering all above influence, the loop filter bandwidth is set to be 5 Hz to
generate the carrier phase measurement reference.

Figure 3.5: PLI for different satellites with 1 Hz bandwidth
3.4.2 Performance comparison
The analysis on the single difference of carrier phase measurements indicates that cycle slips will
be present when the CNR is equal or less than 21 dB-Hz for the conventional scalar tracking.
Therefore, the data sets with 21 dB-Hz and less CNR will be used in the following performance
comparison between the conventional scalar tracking and the joint VPLL.
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Given in Figure 3.6 are the single differences of carrier phase measurements using the
conventional scalar tracking method. Four satellites, namely PRN 4, PRN 8, PRN 9 and PRN 15,
have experienced cycle slips in their carrier phase measurements. Since the optimal bandwidth 3
Hz (obtained through testing different bandwidths) has been used, the result is considered to be
the best performance using the conventional PLL method. More cycle slips however would be
expected when a less desired bandwidth is applied.
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Figure 3.6: Single difference of carrier phase between 47dB-Hz and 21dB-Hz data sets with
scalar PLL
Shown in Figure 3.7 are the single differences of carrier phase measurements using the proposed
joint VPLL. The results indicate that no cycle slips are present for all satellites although the
standard deviation of the carrier phase measurements is large. A comparison between Figure 3.7
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and 3.6 confirms that the proposed tracking method can provide more robust performance than
the conventional PLL architecture.
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Figure 3.7: Single difference of carrier phase between 47dB-Hz and 21dB-Hz data sets with
joint VPLL
Shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9 are the results when the CNR is 19 dB-Hz, using the conventional
scalar tracking and the proposed joint VPLL methods, respectively. All carrier phase
measurements are experienced with cycle slips with the conventional scalar tracking. However,
there are no cycle slips using the proposed joint VPLL method.
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Figure 3.8: Single difference of carrier phase between 47 dB-Hz and 19 dB-Hz data sets
with scalar PLL
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Figure 3.9: Single difference of carrier phase between 47dB-Hz and 19dB-Hz data sets with
joint VPLL
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Similar results are obtained when the CNR is 17 dB-Hz where no cycle slips were observed
using the joint VPLL but all satellites experience cycle slips with conventional PLL. However, it
is worth to mention that all satellite carrier phase measurements would show cycle slips when the
CNR of the data set is equal or less than 15dB-Hz, even using the proposed joint VPLL method
as shown in Figure 3.10 and 3.11. Nevertheless, it is still obvious that the proposed method
would provide robust performance compared to the conventional scalar tracking method.
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Figure 3.10: Single difference of carrier phase between 47dB-Hz and 15dB-Hz data sets
with joint VPLL
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Figure 3.11: Single difference of carrier phase between 47 dB-Hz and 15 dB-Hz data sets
with scalar PLL
Based on the test results described above, the proposed joint VPLL architecture can improve the
carrier phase tracking performance by about 6 dB when compared to the conventional scalar PLL
architecture. However, the inter-channel influences between different satellites have to be taken
account of when using the joint VPLL especially when the channel with lower CNR affects the
channels with higher CNR. This will be described in next section.
3.5 Inter-channel influence between different satellites for vector tracking
To assess the inter-channel influence, another data set is collected which is the same as the data
described in the previous section except for a different CNR. In this data set, the CNR for
satellite PRN 27 is set to be 27 dB-Hz while other satellites with 47 dB-Hz. This data set is
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called dataset A in the section. Gaussian white noise is added to data-set A to adjust the CNR
and generate data-set B which shows 12 dB lower compared to data-set A. So in data-set B, CNR
of satellite PRN 27 is 15 dB-Hz and other satellites show 35 dB-Hz.
The carrier phase measurement of data-set A is set as reference. The same analysis method
described in the previous section was used to process data-set A and data-set B. However to
explore the influence of the lower CNR satellites, two strategies are used to process the data-set
B:
Strategy one: using the joint VPLL method; Setting the same measurements variances for
different satellites in the R matrix which means all the measurements variance is calculated
based on 35 dB-Hz.
Strategy two: using the joint VPLL method; Calculate measurement noise variance of PRN 27
using 15 dB-Hz and other satellites using 35 dB-Hz.
The result of single difference of carrier phase measurements between data-set A and data-set B
with two strategies for PRN 27 are shown in Figure 3.12. In the figure, the second strategy shows
less cycle slips and better performance compared to the first strategy. The influence of PRN 27
for the joint VPLL is reduced in the second strategy since the covariance of PRN measurements
is calculated using 15 dB-Hz rather than 35 dB-Hz compared to the first strategy.
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Figure 3.12: residuals of satellite PRN 27 using two processing strategies
The single difference of carrier phase measurements for PRN 2 is shown in Figure 3.13. With
strategy two, PRN2 shows better performance than that using strategy one. Standard deviation of
residuals for PRN 2 using strategy two is 0.0129 however strategy two shows 0.0165. Other
satellites show similar results. PRN 27 with lower CNR can impose more noise on other
satellites with higher CNR due to the common loop. In joint VPLL tracking, since R matrix of
EKF is calculated based on the CNR, the influence of lower CNR satellite can be reduced which
is similar to strategy two.
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Figure 3.13: residuals of satellite PRN2 using two processing strategies
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the influence of the oscillator on carrier phase tracking was presented with PLI.
To address the dilemma problem of loop bandwidth design, a carrier phase tracking method
based on a joint vector architecture is proposed. The transfer function model of the proposed
method is introduced and analyzed. Based on the same oscillator, different CNRs are tested
through adding white Gaussian noise on the original IF data. With the IF data collected from
simulator and the data sets with more white noise, the proposed method has improved the carrier
phase tracking sensitivity by around 6 dB when compared to the conventional scalar tracking
which uses the optimal bandwidth during the test. Inter-channel influence of the proposed
method is also analyzed. Due to the joint tracking in the joint VPLL, the lower CNR satellite
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imposes more noise on the higher CNR satellite. However, as the R matrix of EKF in the joint
VPLL is calculated based on CNR, the influence of the satellite with lower CNR can be reduced.
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Chapter Four: Effect and Mitigation of Oscillator Vibration-induced Phase Noise on
Carrier Phase Tracking

4.1 Introduction
One of the factors that affect the PLL performance is the oscillator noise (Ward et al. 2006) as
discussed in previous section. Oscillator noise includes Allan deviation oscillator phase noise
and external phase noise caused by vibration and user dynamics (Irsigler and Eissfeller 2002). In
some cases, the expected vibration environment is so severe that the reference oscillator cannot
work well, especially for low-cost low-performance oscillators. For example, for a GNSS
receiver on a UAV or helicopter, the oscillator is subjected to severe low- and mediumfrequency vibration environments (Hati et al. 2009), where oscillator vibration- induced noise
must be handled properly otherwise cycle slips will be induced. In this chapter, the analysis of
the influence of oscillator vibration-induced noise on the carrier phase tracking of a GNSS
receiver is focused on.
The oscillator vibration-induced noise results from the phase fluctuations within the crystal
oscillator’s positive-feedback loop due to the mechanical deformations of the physical oscillator
(Hati et al. 2009). The oscillator’s sensitivity to vibration is usually characterized by its
acceleration sensitivity, called g-sensitivity. Several methods have been proposed to mitigate the
acceleration sensitivity of the oscillator from different aspects (Filler 1988). Some methods
(Weglein 1984; Lukaszek and Ballato 1979; Besson et al. 1979) try to reduce the acceleration
sensitivity for the crystal itself although their effectiveness is limited. The other methods try to
compensate the oscillator acceleration sensitivity including passive methods (Gagnepain and
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Walls 1977) and active methods (Bloch et al. 2009). In the GNSS area, one active method is
introduced by Bhaskar et al. (2015). They integrated the compensation method to both scalar
tracking and ultra-tight tracking architectures and the results show that the IMU-based
compensation method can significantly improve the tracking performance. However, the
requirements of this method to estimate the three-dimensional acceleration sensitivity vector of
the oscillator will be troublesome since different receivers may include different acceleration
sensitivity vectors. To mitigate the influence of the oscillator phase noise on carrier phase
tracking, Leimer and Kohli (1998) proposed a software algorithm which first estimates the
common phase noise component and then removes it prior to tracking.
The main objective of this chapter is to analyze the influence of vibration-induced noise on
carrier phase tracking in a GNSS receiver. A secondary contribution is to modify the process
model of the joint VPLL described in the previous chapter to mitigate the influence of the
oscillator vibration-induced phase noise without compromising the performance with respect to
thermal noise. The methodology of the joint VPLL tracking architecture with modified process
model is introduced in section 4.2. The methods to determine the oscillator vibration effect are
presented in section 4.3. Thereafter, section 4.4 deals with simulation and field test results and
analysis. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
4.2 Joint VPLL with modified process model
In this section, the process model of the joint VPLL is modified to include velocity, acceleration
and clock drift error estimation. The states of EKF are:
𝑥𝑥 = [𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑦𝑦 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑦𝑦 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑧𝑧 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑧𝑧 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡̇]𝑇𝑇
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(4-1)

where 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 are the errors of receiver position change in the ECEF coordinate system;

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥 , 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑦𝑦 , 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑧𝑧 are the errors of velocity estimation. 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑥𝑥, 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑦𝑦 , 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑧𝑧 are the errors of acceleration

estimate. δt, 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡̇ are the errors of the oscillator bias and drift estimates.

For convenience, the system model equation is written again as follows:
𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 = Φ𝑘𝑘,𝑘𝑘−1 𝑥𝑥 𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘−1

(4-2)

where Φ𝑘𝑘,𝑘𝑘−1 is the transition matrix,

Φ x
0

Φ k ,k −1 =
0

0

0
Φy
0
0

0
0
Φz
0

0
0 
0

Φt 

(4-3)

Φ𝑥𝑥 , Φ𝑦𝑦 and Φ𝑧𝑧 represent the transition matrix for each coordinate component,
1 T T 2 / 2 


Φ x =Φ y =Φ z =0 1
T 
0 0
1 


(4-4)

Φ𝑡𝑡 is the transition matrix for clock bias and drift,
1 T 
Φ t =

0 1 
𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘−1 is the process noise, and the process noise matrix Q is
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(4-5)

0
0
0
 qx Ψ
 0
qy Ψ
0
0 

Q =
 0
qz Ψ 0 
0


0
0 Qt 
 0

(4-6)

where 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 , 𝑞𝑞𝑦𝑦 , 𝑞𝑞𝑧𝑧 are the acceleration noise spectral density in each coordinate component. Ψ is

the shaping matrix:

T 5 / 20 T 4 / 8 T 3 / 6 


Ψ = T 4 / 8 T 3 / 3 T 2 / 2 
 T3 / 6 T2 / 2
T 


(4-7)

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 is the process noise matrix of the clock bias and clock drift (Brown and Hwang, 2012),
 S f T + S gT 3 / 3 S gT 2 / 2
Qt = 

2
S g T 
 S g T / 2

(4-8)

where 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 and 𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔 are the clock phase spectral density and frequency spectral density. 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 and 𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔

can be calculated according to Brown and Hwang (2012) as follows:

Sf =

h0
2

S f = 2π h−2

(4-9)

(4-10)

where ℎ0 is white frequency noise and ℎ−2 is random walk frequency noise;
In this research, the low-quality TCXO is used. Although the typical Allan variance coefficients
for the low-quality TCXO are provided by Brown and Hwang (2012), the exact Allan variance
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coefficients for the oscillator in the SiGe sampler could not be obtained. Hence, different Allan
variance coefficients around the typical Allan variance coefficients of the low-quality TCXO are
tested.
The measurement model is the same with the previous section. The corrections derived from the
projection are summed with the local filter output to produce the final NCO corrections. This
architecture is used to improve the carrier phase tracking under oscillator vibration conditions.
The absolute position of the receiver can be derived either from a position filter in a conventional
scalar tracking receiver or from an EKF in a VDLL based receiver. The accuracy of the absolute
position of the receiver can be several meters which has little influence on the joint VPLL
performance. This joint VPLL architecture is implemented based on the software receiver
described in Chen and Gao (2015). A second order conventional scalar PLL is used in the test for
comparison.
4.3 Oscillator vibration effect determination and analysis methodology
The influence of oscillator vibration- induced noise on the carrier phase tracking of a GNSS
receiver is focused in this section. However, vibration- induced noise is hard to be separated from
the receiver dynamic stress error (Ward et al. 2006). To separate the errors caused by oscillator
vibration- induced noise from other errors such as receiver dynamic stress error, the method
introduced in Bhaskar et al. (2015) is used. In this method, the front-end is separated from the
antenna and other parts in the GNSS receiver. The diagram of the test configuration is shown in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of the oscillator vibration-induced noise test architecture (the frontend is vibrated manually)
The input to the front-end is the RF signal which could be from the antenna or the simulator. The
output of the front-end is the IF data which is recorded in the local computer for post-processing
or processed in real time. The receiver local oscillator is built in the front-end. When the antenna
is static, the dynamic on the tracking loop is dependent on the satellite dynamics viewed by the
receiver which is relatively small when the receivers track the signal. For a short time period, the
thermal noise and Allan deviation oscillator phase noise can be assumed to be stable, so the
influence of the oscillator vibration- induced noise can be analyzed via vibrating the front-end. As
shown in Figure 4.2, the antenna is static or the simulator simulates a static receiver case, and the
front-end is vibrated by hand shakings. With the static receiver case, other error sources such as
the receiver dynamic stress error can be excluded and the oscillator vibration- induced noise error
is focused on. A SiGe GN3S GPS sampler is used to collect the IF data from the simulator and
the field test.
In addition to the PLI described in the previous section, in order to make the comparison
comprehensive and valid, the carrier phase measurements noise error is also assessed. In order to
get the carrier phase measurement residuals, a zero-baseline test is conducted to analyze the
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carrier phase measurement (Humphreys et al. 2016). The zero-baseline test architecture is shown
in Figure 4.2. The front-end and the commercial receiver are connected to the same antenna or
simulator via a splitter. The IF data is recorded using the front-end on a laptop, and the vibration
of the oscillator is conducted using the method described in Figure 4.1. The carrier phase
measurement can be described by the following observation equation:

φ =r + c(dt − dT ) + dtrop + dion + λ N + ε

(4-11)

where 𝜙𝜙 is the carrier phase measurement, ρ is the satellite-receiver geometric range, c is the
speed of light, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the satellite clock offset, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the receiver clock offset, 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the

tropospheric delay, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the ionospheric delay and N is the ambiguity of the carrier phase
measurement with a wavelength of λ.

A software receiver is used to process the baseband samples to generate the carrier phase
measurement 𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . The commercial receiver can output the carrier phase measurement

𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 . With double differencing in a zero-baseline test, the satellite clock offset, receiver
clock offset, tropospheric delay and ionospheric delay are all removed. The double differenced
(DD) carrier phase measurements between two receivers and two satellites can be expressed as:
i
j
i
j
fDD = (fcommercial
− fcommercial
) − (fsoftware
− fsoftware
)

=r DD + le
N DD + DD

(4-12)

where the superscript 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗 are the index of satellite, ‘commercial’ represents the commercial
receiver, and ‘software’ represents the software receiver. 𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is DD satellite-receiver geometric

range, 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is the DD ambiguity, ε𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is the DD measurement noise which is mainly thermal
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noise. 𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 can be calculated with satellite and receiver position and removed from 𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 .
Since 𝜆𝜆𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is a constant without cycle slips, it can be calculated by averaging the time series and

then can be removed from 𝜙𝜙𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 . After the removal of both 𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 and 𝜆𝜆𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 , the Eq. (4-10) is
reduced to:

ϕ DD − ρ DD − λ N DD =
ε DD

(4-13)

and the thermal noise variance can then be calculated.
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receiver

Front-end
(oscillator)

Laptop

Figure 4.2: Diagram of zero-baseline test architecture
4.4 Experiment results and analysis
Two experiments were conducted. One is based on a simulator and the other is based on a field
test. For each experiment, it is introduced that how the data is collected and then the data
analysis results is presented. Both tests are based on a static antenna case and the front-end is
vibrated by hand as shown in Figure 4.1. In order to make the comparison valid and
comprehensive, both PLI and DD residuals using different loop bandwidths are presented.
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4.4.1 Experiments with simulator
Equipment setup with simulator test is described first. Then the data is analyzed following the
data description. A Spirent 8000 simulator is used to do the test, and the test case of the
simulator is set as a static receiver. Both the front-end and the commercial receiver are connected
to the simulator via a splitter which will be described below.
4.4.1.1 Data description
The setup for the data collection is shown in Figure 4.3. The simulator is connected to a splitter
with a DC-block and LNA. Then the commercial receiver and front-end are connected to the
splitter. One laptop is used to record the IF data which is output from front-end. The time of the
simulation for the data collection is setup between 09-Nov-2015 00:05:00 to 09-Nov-2015
00:18:00. The situation of the simulation is specified by setting the receiver in a static mode.

Figure 4.3: Equipment configuration for the simulator test
In order to separate other influence and assess the vibration induced noise, the atmosphere effect
for the GNSS signal is disabled. There are eleven satellites available during the testing period,
and CNR is set as about 47 dB-Hz for all satellites. Two datasets, called dataset A and dataset B,
are collected with the same configuration used by the simulator. The difference for the two
datasets is that the dataset A collected with a SiGe front-end is static all the time and the SiGe
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front-end was vibrated for several minutes during the data collection of the dataset B. The dataset
A is therefore used as our reference. In the dataset B, the front-end is static for about three
minutes at the beginning, then was vibrated manually for about seven minutes, and finally
returned to static for the last two minutes.
4.4.1.2 Data analysis
First, CNR estimation is performed for dataset B with two CNR estimation methods including
narrowband-wideband power ratio method (NWPR) and moments method (Falletti et al. 2011).
Then the carrier phase discriminator output is used to analyze the influence of oscillator
vibration- induced noise on the carrier phase tracking. The performance of different tracking
architectures under oscillator vibration is compared last.
The CNR estimation for the satellite PRN 2 for dataset B is shown in Figure 4.4. Since NWPR
method is sensitive to the residual carrier phase noise (Falletti et al. 2011), the CNR estimate
using NWPR method decreases and varies dramatically when the front-end is vibrating. Since
the moments method is not sensitive to the carrier phase noise, it can provide the correct CNR
estimate. Other satellites show the similar results. The CNR estimation comparison with two
methods demonstrates that oscillator vibrations can induce residual carrier phase noise.
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Figure 4.4: CNR of PRN 2 with NWPR method and Moments method for dataset B
In addition to the CNR, the carrier phase discriminator result is provided. In this processing, 2
ms coherent integration time is used, and the PLL bandwidth is set as 10 Hz. Only conventional
PLL is used to process dataset A and dataset B. Figure 4.5 shows the carrier phase discriminator
output for both datasets. During the oscillator vibration, the output of the discriminator varies
dramatically. This is the reason that the NWPR method could not estimate the CNR correctly.
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Figure 4.5: Discriminator output for dataset A and dataset B
The PLI of satellite PRN 2 for the dataset A and dataset B is shown in Figure 4.6. For reference
dataset A, both the conventional PLL and the VPLL method are tested and they show similar
results. Hence, only the PLI of dataset A using the conventional PLL is presented as a reference.
The loop bandwidth for the PLL in both architectures is 10Hz and the coherent integration time
is 2 ms. Figure 4.6 indicates that when the oscillator is vibrating, the PLI drops and varies
dramatically compared to the reference dataset A. The PLI of the proposed VPLL architecture is
bigger than the PLI of the conventional PLL method and therefore it can provide more robust
tracking performance.
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Figure 4.6: PLI of satellite PRN 2 for two datasets with different tracking architectures
Figure 4.7 shows the mean PLIs of all satellites with different tracking architectures. The result
from dataset A is taken as the reference, and other results are from dataset B acquired under
different architectures. For dataset B, only the period during which the oscillator was vibrating is
used to calculate the mean PLI. It can be seen in the figure that the VPLL performs better than
those with the conventional PLL. The mean PLI for all the satellites is above 0.95 using the
vector-based PLL. However, for scalar tracking, the mean PLI is smaller than 0.85 which will
make the PLL unstable.
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Figure 4.7: Mean PLI of all satellites for two datasets with both tracking architectures
Until now, only the 10 Hz bandwidth for the PLL tracking is tested. Increasing the PLL
bandwidth can reduce the oscillator vibration- induced phase noise error, but it will increase the
effect of thermal noise error. In order to assess the bandwidth influence, different bandwidths are
tested for the conventional PLL method. Since the VPLL architecture retains the individual PLL,
different bandwidths of this individual loop in the VPLL architecture are also tested. The results
of the conventional PLL and the VPLL are compared.
Figure 4.8 shows the mean PLI of satellite PRN 2 under different bandwidths for the individual
loop filter using both tracking architectures. In this figure, only the PLI during the oscillator
vibration in dataset B is used to calculate the mean value. It is evident that increasing the
bandwidths of the conventional PLL will increase the PLI and its performance will be similar
with the VPLL with a large bandwidth. The PLI of VPLL shows a slight decrease since the
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thermal noise error increases with increasing of bandwidth. In this section, the bandwidth of the
individual loop filter is adjusted
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Figure 4.8: Mean PLI of satellite PRN 2 using both tracking architectures with different
bandwidths
Figure 4.9 shows the standard deviation (STD) of DD carrier phase residuals of satellite PRN 2
using different bandwidths and the reference satellite is PRN 10. The residuals are increased with
the increase of bandwidth for both methods. In Figure 4.9, the bandwidth starts from 10 Hz,
since the conventional PLL contains half cycle slip during the oscillator vibration when the
bandwidth is 5 Hz. With the same bandwidth, VPLL shows slightly larger thermal noise error
than the conventional PLL method since joint tracking of VPLL will make the noise spread in
different channels. Actually, when other satellites’ residuals are checked, the VPLL increases the
residuals only slightly compared to the conventional PLL method. Considering Figures 4.8 and
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4.9, with similar residual errors, the VPLL shows a much bigger PLI. Considering the above, the
VPLL architectures can improve the robustness of the carrier phase tracking while with only a
slight carrier phase noise increase compared to the method by increasing the loop bandwidth.
When different bandwidths are tested, the bandwidth of the individual loop in VPLL can be
reduced to 2 Hz bandwidth without cycle slips. But the conventional PLL will have cycle slips
when the bandwidth is reduced to 5 Hz. Since the same individual loop (second order loop) with
the conventional scalar PLL is used in the VPLL, with the same bandwidth, a common loop
could add some thermal noise error compared to the conventional PLL. However, since the
environments are benign, the noise added by the common loop is very limited. Actually, when a
common loop is added, the individual loop bandwidth can be reduced compared to the
conventional PLL.
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Figure 4.9: STD of DD carrier phase residuals of satellite PRN 2 using both tracking
architectures with different bandwidths
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4.4.2 Experiments with live signals
In the previous section, the test with a simulator has been presented. Although the signal
generated by a simulator is much like real GNSS signal, it is still different from the signal in the
real environments such as atmosphere influence. In order to test the performance of the proposed
method in real environment, in this section, a field experiment is conducted. The data is collected
in an open sky environment. First the equipment setup and the data collection method is
presented. Then the raw IF data is processed using both methods and the results are compared.
4.4.2.1 Data description
The live signals from the field test are collected with a static geodetic grade antenna setup on the
roof of the Engineering Building at the University of Calgary. The front-end is connected to the
antenna via a splitter. At the same time, a commercial receiver is connected to the splitter as
shown in Figure 4.10, hence, a zero-baseline test can be used to analyze the carrier phase
measurements (Humphreys et al. 2016). The IF data is saved by a laptop for post- mission
analysis. The front-end is static for the first two minutes. Then the front-end is vibrated manually
by hand shaking for two minutes. Finally, the front-end is made static for the last two minutes. IF
data was collected for a total of six minutes during the test.
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Figure 4.10: Equipment configuration for field test
4.4.2.2 Data analysis
Similar to the test with a simulator, CNR and PLI are analyzed first and then measurements
domain analysis in a zero-baseline is presented. Figure 4.11 shows CNR estimates using the
NWPR method and the moments method for satellite PRN 13. CNR is about 49.5 dB-Hz during
the test. When the oscillator is vibrating, CNR drops and varies quickly using the NWPR method
which is very sensitive to the residual carrier phase noise.
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Figure 4.11: CNR of satellite PRN 13 with NWPR method and Moments method
Figure 4.12 shows the PLI for PRN 13 using the conventional PLL and the proposed VPLL
method. The loop bandwidth is 10 Hz and the coherent integration time is 2 ms. The PLI values
using the PLL method decrease quickly when the oscillator start vibrating. The strength of
oscillator vibration is different which could be seen from Figure 4.12. In the beginning, the front-
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end which includes the oscillator is vibrated slowly, hence, it shows the PLI values using the
PLL method drops not too much for a period of 120 seconds to 180 seconds. When the front-end
is vibrated quickly, the PLI value using conventional PLL method varies quickly and drops even
below 0.7 during the period of 200 seconds to 240 seconds. However, during the whole time of
oscillator vibrating, the PLI values using the proposed VPLL method are bigger than 0.9 which
means the VPLL method can improve the carrier phase tracking performance with these
parameters settings.
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Figure 4.12: PLI of satellite PRN 13 with both tracking architectures
In addition to 10 Hz bandwidth, additional different bandwidths are tested to assess the influence
of the bandwidth of the carrier phase tracking. Figure 4.13 shows the mean PLI of satellite PRN
13 using both methods with different bandwidths. When the bandwidth is increased, PLI is
increased for the conventional PLL method. However, at a lower bandwidth, the VPLL method
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can work much better than the conventional PLL. With a 5 Hz bandwidth, the mean PLI of the
conventional PLL is greater than 0.87. Since the oscillator is vibrated slowly during the first
minute of the oscillator vibration, the PLI is relatively large as it can be seen in Figure 4.12.
Other satellites show the similar results. After the PLI performance analysis, the cost of
increasing bandwidth for thermal noise error will be assessed.
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Figure 4.13: Mean PLI of satellite PRN13 using both tracking architectures with different
bandwidths
Figure 4.14 shows the STD of the double differenced carrier phase residuals of satellite PRN 13
for both tracking methods with different bandwidths. The reference satellite is PRN 30. Both
methods show similar residuals. From 4.14 Hz bandwidth to 50 Hz, the residuals are increased.
However, at bandwidth of 5Hz, 10Hz, and 15Hz, the residuals are similar. The reason is mainly
due to the carrier phase thermal noise error of the commercial receiver which is used to do the
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zero-baseline test. From Figure 4.13 and 4.14, the similar conclusion can be draw from the
simulator test that the proposed VPLL can improve the carrier phase tracking with only slightly
increased carrier phase noise when compared to the method by increasing the loop bandwidth.
The STD of DD residuals are so close for the two approaches in Figure 4.14 because the CNR is
high. Other satellite shows similar results.
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Figure 4.14: STD of DD carrier phase residuals of PRN 13 using both tracking
architectures with different bandwidths
4.5 Summary
A method is designed to estimate and analyze the influence of oscillator vibrations on the carrier
phase tracking in GNSS receivers. Through an analysis of CNR and PLI, oscillator vibration has
been shown to increase the residual carrier phase error and affect the carrier phase tracking. To
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mitigate the influence of the oscillator vibration, the joint VPLL with modified process model is
proposed and implemented. Through analyzing the PLI and the DD carrier phase residuals from
simulation and live signals, similar results have been obtained which indicates that the joint
VPLL can improve the carrier phase tracking performance under oscillator vibrations. The
proposed joint VPLL architectures can improve the robustness of the carrier phase tracking with
only slightly increased carrier phase noise when compared to the conventional PLL method by
increasing the loop bandwidth.
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Chapter Five: Kinematic Performance Analysis of Vector Architecture Based Carrier
Phase Tracking

5.1 Introduction
Although the sensitivity of carrier phase tracking can be improved by the joint VPLL shown in
previous chapter, carrier phase measurements are still not available in some situations where
GNSS signals are completely blocked or intermittently interrupted by building or strong
Ionosphere scintillations. In these environments, carrier phase prediction is important to exclude
the cycle slips and accelerate the carrier phase reacquisition. Xie and Petovello (2010, 2012)
have proposed a carrier phase prediction method based on the navigation solution and the
satellite ephemeris. The authors showed that phase prediction error was smaller than 0.25 cycles
after three seconds in an open sky test by using stand-alone GNSS receivers. Furthermore Wang
(2015) have evaluated the RTK positioning accuracy of the predicted measurements based on the
carrier phase prediction algorithms.
In this chapter, the performance of the joint VPLL in carrier phase prediction and carrier phase
tracking sensitivity will be further investigated under kinematic mode. This chapter focus on
carrier phase tracking. Hence, code tracking can be implemented with either conventional DLL
or VDLL. The carrier phase prediction performance of the joint VPLL is analyzed using a field
vehicle test. To compare with the joint VPLL, a conventional phase prediction strategy (Xie and
Petovello 2010) based on standard GNSS tracking strategy is implemented. The carrier phase
prediction performances of both methods are compared using the field vehicular test. The
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sensitivity performance of the joint VPLL is assessed by using different loop settings and
compared with the conventional scalar tracking under kinematic mode.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The methodology of the carrier phase
prediction principles based on the joint VPLL and the convention scalar tracking are introduced
in Section 5.2. The data collection environment and analysis method are described in Section 5.3.
Section 5.4 provides the carrier phase prediction analysis of the joint VPLL and the conventional
phase prediction strategy. The carrier phase tracking sensitivity performance analysis is given in
Section 5.5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
5.2 Carrier phase prediction methodology
As shown in Figure 3.1 for the joint VPLL architecture, there is an individual PLL for each
satellite which is used to track specific satellite perturbations caused by the atmosphere and
satellite clock. The common loop based on EKF is used to track the common perturbations
experienced by all satellites.
In the joint VPLL, the carrier NCO of each channel is controlled by both the individual loop
filter and the common filter. The input to the carrier NCO of the 𝑖𝑖 th satellite includes four terms:

𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
and the carrier frequency estimate 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
from EKF, the
the carrier phase estimate 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
and the Doppler estimate 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
generated by the
individual loop filter output 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖
can be added to the carrier NCO directly. The frequency correction
satellite dynamics. 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

for carrier NCO is described as follows:

𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
= 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
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(5-1)

𝑖𝑖
When the signal of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite is blocked, 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
will be fixed using the last updated

𝑖𝑖
value; 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
can be calculated as follows:

𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖

⎡ 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ⎤
⎢𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ⎥
= [𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ]𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⎢ 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ⎥
⎢ 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ⎥
⎢ 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ⎥
⎣1⎦

(5-2)

where [𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ] 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the velocity vector of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite which can be calculated using
𝑥𝑥 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇

the satellite ephemeris, 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is the satellite clock drift, � 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖

� is the line of sight vector between

𝑖𝑖
receiver antenna and the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite. 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
can be updated by other available satellites and
𝑖𝑖
the blocked satellite will be excluded from the EKF. 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
is calculated as follows:
𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

⎡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ⎤
⎢𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ⎥
= [𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡]̇ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ⎢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ⎥
⎢𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ⎥
⎢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ⎥
⎣1⎦

(5-3)

where [𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧 ]𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the velocity estimate vector of the receiver calculated from the EKF,

𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇 is the clock drift estimate of the receiver. When the signal of some satellite is blocked or

interrupted, [𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦 𝑣𝑣𝑧𝑧 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡̇]𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 can be estimated when other four or more satellites are

available.

Beside the carrier phase prediction method based on the joint VPLL introduced here, a
conventional phase prediction strategy based on the standard tracking strategy (Xie and Petovello
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2010) was implemented for comparison purpose and the conventional phase prediction strategy
is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Doppler

∫
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Figure 5.1: The conventional phase prediction strategy
The principle of the phase prediction is given mathematically by:
𝑡𝑡

𝜑𝜑𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜑𝜑𝑘𝑘 + ∫𝑡𝑡 𝑘𝑘+1 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑘𝑘

(5-4)

where 𝜑𝜑𝑘𝑘 is the carrier phase; 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the predicted carrier Doppler calculated based on the

velocity and clock drift estimates of the receiver and satellites. In the following test, the carrier
phase prediction performances of both methods are compared based on the same data set.
5.3 Test environment and data collection
5.3.1 Test environment
The test is conducted using a vehicle driving in a suburban district. There are several buildings

around the test trajectory. During the test, there are two satellites blocked by the buildings for
several seconds. The IF data is collected using GN3S SiGe sampler version one. A geodetic
grade antenna is used and set up on the roof of the vehicle. The trajectory of the field test is
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shown in Figure 5.2. The benign environment allows to generate the carrier phase measurement
reference.

Figure 5.2: Vehicle trajectory of the test
5.3.2 Data collection
At first, the car remains static for about 110 seconds in the location marked by yellow triangle in
Figure 5.2. Then it starts to move with a speed of about 40 kilometers per hour in the direction
shown by the yellow arrows. The total IF data collected last about 470 seconds. At the end, the
car stops at the starting point. This is a closed loop trajectory.
There are nine GPS satellites available during the test. The sky-plot of the available satellites is
shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Sky-Plot of the available satellites during the test
The elevation and azimuth of all available satellites are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Satellite elevations and azimuth
PRN

3

6

9

14

16

22

23

26

31

Elevation (degrees)

66

16

20

19

27

52

56

43

39

Azimuth (degrees)

212

319

283

95

147

185

286

116

58

Figure 5.4 shows the CNRs of different satellites. As shown in Figure 5.4, the signals of satellite
PRN 6 and PRN 14 have been blocked at two locations for several seconds starting from the
288th second and the 337th second respectively. The locations where signals of PRN 6 and PRN
14 are blocked are corresponding to the locations indicated by yellow circles 1 and 2 respectively
in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: CNR of different satellite during the test
5.4 Phase prediction performance analysis
Before analyzing the phase prediction performance, the individual filter outputs of both
conventional scalar tracking and the joint VPLL are compared to show the characteristics of the
joint VPLL. A second order PLL is used in both the conventional scalar tracking and the joint
VPLL. The individual PLL loop filter bandwidth for the conventional scalar tracking is set as 20
Hz. The coherent integration time is 4 ms.
Figure 5.5 shows the PLL filter outputs for different satellites using the conventional scalar
tracking. At 40th second, the satellite dynamic in the line of sight is estimated and compensated
before the correlator. This is why the filter output has a curve at the 40th second shown in the
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Figure. The car starts to move at about the 110th second and the filter output shows the receiver
mode changes.
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Figure 5.5: PLL filter outputs of different satellites using scalar tracking
Figure 5.6 shows the PLI (Chen et al. 2017) of different satellites. It can been seen that the
carrier phase tracking remains stable for most time except the satellite PRN 6 and PRN 14. PRN
6 and PRN 14 show the PLI drops quickly for several seconds which are corresponding to the
locations where the two satellites are blocked shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: PLI of different satellites using scalar tracking
The joint VPLL is used to process the same data set, which is initialized by the scalar tracking at
the 40th seconds. For the joint VPLL, the individual PLL is the same with that used in the
conventional scalar tracking using a second order PLL. However the bandwidth of the individual
PLL in the joint VPLL is set to 1 Hz after 50 seconds. There are two filter outputs: one is from
the individual PLL and the other is from the common loop.
Figure 5.7 shows the individual PLL filter outputs of different satellites in the joint VPLL. After
40 seconds when the joint VPLL starts to work, the mean of the filter output remains constant.
After 50 seconds, the loop bandwidth is changed to 1 Hz and the filter output of the individual
loop becomes much less noisy. The disturbance in the filter output for satellite PRN 6 and PRN
14 are also shown in the Figure where the signals are blocked.
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Figure 5.7: Individual PLL filter outputs of different satellites using the joint VPLL
Figure 5.8 shows the common filter outputs for each satellite using the joint VPLL. The
summation of the individual PLL filter output shown in Figure 5.7 and the common filter output
is used to control the carrier NCO. This summation is corresponding to the individual PLL filter
output of the conventional scalar tracking. From Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, it can be seen that the
common loop can estimate most of the common dynamics for the satellites. As a result, the
individual loop filter output remains very stable and the bandwidth can be reduced to 1 Hz.
However, the PLL will lose lock when the bandwidth is set to 1 Hz when using the conventional
scalar tracking. Since the PLIs of different satellites using the joint VPLL given in Figure 5.9 are
similar with that using conventional scalar tracking, its carrier phase tracking remains stable
although the individual PLL loop bandwidth is 1 Hz.
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Figure 5.8: Common filter outputs of different satellites using the joint VPLL
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Figure 5.9: PLI of different satellites using the joint VPLL
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From Figure 5.7 and 5.8, it can be inferred that the common loop is able to estimate most of the
dynamics for the individual satellite. In other words, if the individual PLL for some satellite is
disconnected and maintained the filter output unchanged while the output of the common loop is
still used to control the carrier NCO of this satellite (the carrier phase discriminator output of this
satellite is disconnected from the EKF), this receiver would be able to maintain its lock on this
satellite for a period using the joint VPLL. To demonstrate this carrier phase prediction
performance, the satellite PRN 14 is selected to do a carrier phase prediction test, since PRN 14
has a lower elevation and a lower CNR which is more easily blocked. The test method proposed
by Xie and Petovello (2012) is used for the carrier phase prediction test. When the signal block
of PRN 14 is simulated, all other 8 satellites are maintained lock.
A dense- foliage period is simulated. The carrier phase measurement reference is generated
through processing the original IF data without simulated block of PRN 14. To simulate the
signal block, either the carrier phase discriminator is disconnected to the individual PLL loop
filter and the common EKF, or the discriminator output is set to be zero. The individual PLL
filter output will be constant which is summed with the common filter output to control the
carrier NCO. The predicted carrier phase measurement is used to compare with the carrier phase
measurement reference to assess the carrier phase prediction performance. The carrier phase
measurements output frequency is set to 100 Hz.
Figure 5.10 shows the carrier phase prediction error for PRN 14 using the joint VPLL. The time
when the signal of PRN 14 is blocked is at about the 49.75th second. After the satellite is blocked,
the carrier phase error increases. Before the carrier phase error has increased to a quarter-cycle
which is the pull- in range of the two-quadrant arctangent discriminator, PRN 14 is reconnected
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at the time 83.46th second. It can be seen at the 83.46th second, the carrier phase loop starts to
pull in to the correct carrier phase. When the PRN 14 is blocked for about the 33 seconds, the
carrier phase prediction error is increased to 0.156 cycle. However, after the signal becomes
available again and the satellite is reconnected, the carrier phase tracking loop can relock to the
satellite without any cycle slips. In the real application, PLI and CNR can be used to detect the
signal block. Data buffer can be used to store the states including satellite and user position and
velocity estimates before the signal is detected that it is blocked (Xie and Petovello, 2012). Once
the signal is detected to be blocked, the states stored in the buffer can be used to predict the
carrier phase which could reduce the carrier phase reacquisition time.
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Figure 5.10: Phase prediction error for PRN 14 without cycle slips using the joint VPLL
Similar to the result in Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11 shows the carrier phase prediction error for PRN
14 with a half cycle ambiguity using the joint VPLL. The signal of PRN 14 is blocked at the time
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49.75th second which is the same with the test in Figure 5.10. However the duration of the
simulated signal block is extended to about 42 seconds when the carrier phase prediction error is
increased to 0.385 cycle. After PRN 14 is reconnected, the carrier phase is pulled in and tracking
loop can relock to PRN 14. Since the carrier phase prediction error of PRN 14 is greater than a
quarter-cycle (the pull- in range of two-quadrant arctangent discriminator) when it is reconnected,
the carrier tracking loop is pulled in to a wrong carrier phase which causes a half cycle ambiguity
for the carrier phase measurement. The car starts to move at about the 80th second. So the
duration of the carrier phase prediction process in Figure 5.11 includes both vehicle static and
kinematic mode. At the time 87.37th second, the carrier phase prediction error is increased to
about one quarter-cycle. Hence, the joint VPLL can be used to predict the carrier phase without
cycle slips for about 38 seconds for PRN 14 during this test.
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Figure 5.11: Phase prediction error for PRN 14 with cycle slips using the joint VPLL
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To fully assess the carrier phase prediction performance of the joint VPLL, the similar test is
conducted for all other satellites. To compare with the joint VPLL, the conventional phase
prediction strategy based on the standard tracking strategy (Xie and Petovello, 2010, 2012) is
implemented. The predicted carrier phase of the standard receiver is derived from the user’s
Doppler which is calculated based on user’s velocity and clock drift estimates and the satellite
information. The performance of the conventional phase prediction strategy depends on the
velocity and clock drift estimation accuracy. For each satellite, the signal is simulated to be
blocked and all other satellites remains locked in the receiver, so there will be eight satellites
locked and one satellite blocked. The coherent integration time is 4 ms for both conventional
phase prediction strategy and joint VPLL.
Three scenarios with different start times when the signal is blocked are simulated to quantify the
performance. For each scenario, only one satellite is blocked and all other satellites are available.
The difference between different scenarios is the start time when the satellite is simulated block.
The initial time is set as that when the receiver starts to output carrier phase measurement. The
first scenario is set as the start time of signal block is at the 30th second. For the second scenario,
the start time is at the 40th second and the start time is at the 50th second for the third scenario.
The duration is counted between when the carrier phase prediction error is greater than a quartercycle for the first time and when the signal starts to be blocked. The durations for all the
satellites based on both prediction methods are summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: The duration of carrier phase prediction (seconds)
Prediction method

PRN

3

6

9

123

14

16

22

23

26

31

Scenario 1

73

16

60

55

46

47

34

212

139

Scenario 2

56

39

88

71

39

139

69

138

52

Scenario 3

75

23

67

38

15

129

81

83

40

Conventional

Scenario 1

1.8

2

2.5

2

1.9

1.8

2.3

1.8

2.2

prediction strategy

Scenario 2

1.5

1.7

2.3

1.8

1.7

1.7

1.9

1.5

2.0

Scenario 3

1.0

1.2

1.3

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.2

The joint VPLL

The durations of carrier phase prediction varies for different satellites in the three scenarios for
both prediction methods shown in Table 2. However, the performance of the joint VPLL is much
better than the conventional phase prediction strategy for all the tests. For the joint VPLL, PRN
26 has the longest duration 212 seconds, and PRN 14 has the shortest duration for 15 seconds.
The carrier phase prediction errors of the three scenarios for PRN 26 based on the joint VPLL
are shown in Figure 5.12. The performances of the joint VPLL varies much for different
satellites under different scenarios which are caused by several reasons: namely the influence of
the start time when the signal is blocked and the accuracy of the individual loop filter output at
that time; the estimates of the common filter varies under different scenarios for different
satellites, and finally the compensation accuracy of the satellite dynamic varies.
For the conventional prediction strategy, all the prediction durations are less than 3 seconds
which is similar with the results presented by Xie and Petovello (2012). The phase prediction
performance of PRN 26 based on the conventional prediction strategy is shown in Figure 5.13.
The performance of the conventional prediction strategy is determined by the accuracy of the
user velocity and clock drift estimates considering the principles of this method. From Table 2,
Figure 5.12 and 5.13, it can be seen that the carrier phase prediction performance of the joint
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VPLL is improved much compared to the conventional prediction strategy. When the signal of
some satellite is blocked or interrupted, the joint VPLL can effectively be used to predict the
carrier phase of the blocked satellite which is helpful for carrier phase reacquisition.
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Figure 5.12: Phase prediction error of PRN 26 for the three scenarios based on the joint
VPLL
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Figure 5.13: Phase prediction error of PRN 26 for the three scenarios based on the
conventional strategy
As shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.9, the signals of satellite PRN 6 and PRN 14 have been blocked for
several seconds respectively. Using the carrier phase prediction methods, it should eliminate the
cycle slips for both PRN 6 and 14 in the signal blocked locations and the PLI should not drop
quickly. However at the two locations, the PLIs of both PRN 6 and 14 still drop quickly with
carrier phase prediction method. This is because, in the locations where the GNSS signal is
blocked, there are no GNSS signals and the local code and carrier replicas are only correlated
with noise which makes the PLI very small even using carrier phase prediction method.
5.5 Phase tracking sensitivity analysis
In this part, the IF data collected in the field kinematic test described in the section 5.3 is used to
assess the carrier phase tracking sensitivity performance of the joint VPLL under kinematic
mode. The phase tracking sensitivity analysis method proposed in section 3.4 is used. White
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Gaussian noise was added to the original IF data to reduce the CNR. The carrier phase
measurements generated through processing the original IF data are used as reference. In this test,
the coherent integration time was set to 4 ms considering the receiver dynamic and the
processing gain. To get the carrier phase measurement reference, the loop filter bandwidth of
PLL is set as 20 Hz to process the original IF data. PRN 6 and PRN 14 are excluded since their
signals are blocked in some locations and could not get the carrier phase measurement references.
Hence, there are seven satellites available. For the conventional scalar tracking, different
individual loop filter bandwidths are evaluated to get the best carrier phase measurements for
different CNRs. For the joint VPLL, the individual loop filter bandwidth and the Q matrix in the
EKF are adjusted to generate better carrier phase measurements.
Due to the different CNRs of the satellites shown in Figure 5.4, the carrier phase measurement of
some satellite with lower CNR will has cycle slips earlier than others when the CNR is reduced.
Hence, the satellite with lowest CNR is used as indication. PRN 9 has the lowest CNR in the
seven satellites. Until the CNR is reduced by 14 dB-Hz, there are no cycle slips for both the
conventional scalar tracking and the joint VPLL. When the CNRs of all satellite are reduced by
15 dB-Hz, the CNR of PRN 9 is about 26 dB-Hz and its carrier phase measurement has cycle
slips.
Figure 5.14 shows the carrier phase error of PRN 9 when its CNR is about 26 dB-Hz using the
conventional scalar tracking and the joint VPLL. The carrier phase error is increased for both
methods at about the 30th second from the beginning of carrier phase measurement generation
when the white Gaussian noise is added. As shown in the figure, when the conventional scalar
tracking is used, the carrier phase measurement of PRN 9 has cycle slips. With the joint VPLL,
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there are no cycle slips which mean the carrier phase tracking using the joint VPLL is more
stable than the conventional scalar tracking.
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Figure 5.14: Carrier phase error for PRN 9 with about 26 dB-Hz
Figure 5.15 shows the carrier phase error of PRN 9 when its CNR is about 24 dB-Hz using the
conventional scalar tracking. As shown in the figure, with the conventional scalar tracking, the
carrier phase lock loop is not stable and the carrier phase measurement has a lot of cycle slips.
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Figure 5.15: Carrier phase error for PRN 9 with about 24 dB-Hz using scalar tracking
The result with the same data set using the joint VPLL is shown in Figure 5.16. As shown in
Figure 5.16, there are no cycle slips using the joint VPLL. From Figure 5.15 and 5.16, it can be
seen that the joint VPLL make the carrier phase tracking loop locked when the CNR is about 24
dB-Hz, however PLL lose lock using the conventional scalar tracking.
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Figure 5.16: Carrier phase error for PRN 9 with about 24 dB-Hz using the joint VPLL
When the CNR is reduced by 19 dB, the CNR of PRN 9 is about 22 dB-Hz and the PLL of scalar
tracking loses lock which is not shown in the figure. However carrier phase tracking is relative
stable for PRN 9 using the joint VPLL which is shown in Figure 5.17. Although there are cycle
slips for PRN 9, the carrier phase tracking is maintained for most of time. Considering Figure
5.14 and 5.17, it can be seen that the sensitivity of carrier phase tracking with the joint VPLL
shows 4 dB about improvement compared to conventional scalar tracking. When the CNR is
further reduced, carrier phase tracking for both the joint VPLL and scalar tracking lose lock.
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Figure 5.17: Carrier phase error for PRN 9 with about 22 dB-Hz using the joint VPLL
5.6 Summary
This chapter explores some characteristics of the joint VPLL. Since the joint VPLL integrates a
common loop based EKF for all available satellites, the common dynamics can be estimated by
this common loop. The individual loop in the joint VPLL only needs to track satellite-dependent
dynamics. The carrier phase prediction method based on the joint VPLL is presented and a
conventional strategy prediction is implemented. A kinematic field test is conducted to assess the
carrier phase prediction performance of both methods. The field test results show that carrier
phase prediction error can be maintained less than one quarter-cycle for at least 15 seconds and
the 212 seconds at most for the joint VPLL. For the conventional prediction strategy, the carrier
phase prediction error will be increased more than one quarter-cycle in less than 3 seconds. The
phase prediction performance of the joint VPLL is improved much compared to the conventional
prediction strategy. The carrier phase tracking sensitivity of the joint VPLL under the kinematic
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field test is analyzed and the results show about 4 dB sensitivity improvement using the joint
VPLL compared to the conventional scalar tracking. The conclusions described above are based
on the field test with the parameter settings specified in the section. The performances of the
joint VPLL in other environments need more investigation.
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Chapter Six: High Dynamic Analysis of Carrier Phase Tracking Based on Adaptive Vector
Architecture

6.1 Introduction
KF-based carrier phase tracking shows adaptive performance, compared with conventional scalar
tracking with fixed bandwidth (Won et al. 2012, Haykin 2001). However Kalman filter requires
an accurate system model and exact stochastic information (Kim et al. 2006) to get the optimal
solution which is usually not available in some applications (Jin et al. 2017). The Kalman filter
will be suboptimal if an inaccurate system model and noise statistics are applied. Large model
error and wrong noise statistics settings will lead to divergence of the Kalman filter. To address
this problem, adaptive Kalman filter has been investigated by many researchers such as Mehra
(1972), Mohamed and Schwarz (1999), Yang et al. (2001), to name a few.
In the previous sections, R matrix of the EKF in the joint VPLL is estimated according to the
CNR, however Q matrix is fixed with an initial settings. Since the tests in previous chapters are
only static or low dynamic for vehicle, the fixed Q matrix works well. In this chapter, the high
dynamics performance of the joint VPLL is provided and an adaptive joint VPLL is proposed.
The performances of the conventional joint VPLL and the adaptive joint VPLL are compared
using a hardware simulator test and a field test. Two approaches for the adaptive Kalman filter
are usually used (Mohamed and Schwarz 1999) including multiple- model-based adaptive
estimation (MMAE) and innovation-based adaptive estimation (IAE). MMAE utilized a bank of
Kalman filters running in parallel with different system model or exact stochastic information
and form the final solution based on the probability of the different Kalman filters. IAE only uses
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one Kalman filter and the adaption is done through R and Q matrices that are estimated with the
innovation sequences.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The methodology of adaptive Kalman filter
and the choice for this research are introduced in Section 6.2. The implementation of the
adaptive joint VPLL in this research is provided in Section 6.3. Test and performance
comparison are given in Section 6.4. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
6.2 Adaptive Kalman filter
As described in previous section, MMAE and IAE are commonly used for adaptive Kalman filter.
The architectures of both methods are detailed in this section. And the choice of the adaptive
architecture for this research is explained.
6.2.1 Innovation-based Adaptive Estimation
IAE utilizes innovation sequence to estimate the R and Q matrices. The innovation sequence is
calculated as follows (Petovello 2013):

v=
zk − H k xk−
k

where 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 is the measurement, 𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘 is the design matrix, 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘− is the state priori estimate.

(6-1)

The

covariance matrix of the innovation sequences is given as:

=
Cvk H k Pk− H kT + Rk

(6-2)

where 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘− is the predicted state covariance, 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘 is the measurement noise covariance matrix .

Based on Eq. (6-2), 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘 can be calculated as:
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R
=
Cvk − H k Pk− H kT
k

(6-3)

However, the true value of 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 is usually not available, its estimate 𝐶𝐶̂𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 can be calculated with

the innovation sequence as following:


1
Cvk =
N

N −1

∑v v
i =0

T
i i

(6-4)

where N is the moving estimation window size of the innovation sequences used to estimate 𝐶𝐶̂𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 .

The windows size is a trade-off between the biasness and the tractability of the estimate

(Mohamed and Schwarz 1999). The window size N can be chosen empirically (Jwo and Weng
2008) and too small size can cause the divergence of the KF.
According to Mohamed and Schwarz (1999), the covariance matrix 𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘 can be estimated as

following:


Qk = K k Cvk K kT

(6-5)

where 𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘 is the Kalman gain.
6.2.2 Multiple-Model-based Adaptive Estimation
Unlike IAE method with only one Kalman filter, MMAE is composed with a few Kalman filters
which assume different system models and/or stochastic information. The architecture of MMAE
(White 1996) is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Adaptive Kalman filter based on MMAE Architecture
As shown in Figure 6.1, MMAE is composed of M Kalman filters and all Kalman filters run in
parallel. The key part of MMAE is the conditional probability weights calculation for each KF.
The innovation sequences 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , the design matrix 𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘 and process noise matrix 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘 are used to

calculate the conditional probability (White 1996). When the weights for each KF are obtained,
all the posterior states estimates are combined to get the final solution shown as follows:

M


xk+ = ∑ xki + pki

(6-6)

i =1

where 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘+ is the final state estimates of the MMAE, 𝑥𝑥� 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖+ is the posterior states estimates of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ

KF, 𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 is the conditional probability of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ KF.
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6.2.3 Adaptive method in signal processing
Both adaptive methods have been used in the positioning calculation in GNSS areas. However in
the signal processing part of the GNSS receiver, the MMAE method is not appropriate to be used
compared to the IAE method, since the computation load of the signal processing is much larger
than the positioning calculation. Most of the computation load lies on the correlator due to the
high sampling rate of the IF data and the correlator is used to correlate the input signal and the
local replicas.
The weights computation of the KFs in the MMAE methods needs the innovation sequences
which are calculated based on the measurements. In GNSS signal processing, the measurements
for the adaptive filter are usually the correlator output or the discriminator output. If the MMAE
method is used, a set of correlators is needed for each KF. For each channel, several KFs are
needed to work parallel. Hence, the number of the correlators needed for the MMAE will be
increased by M times compared to the IAE method. The whole architecture of the GNSS receiver
needs to be modified which increases the complexity. For IAE, the divergence problem has to be
considered especially for high dynamic GNSS receiver. If an inappropriate average size of the
innovation sequence in the IAE method is used, the whole KF may diverge.
In this research, the adaptive method is applied to the joint VPLL which means the adaptive EKF
does not work alone. The individual filter also has influence on the measurements. In other hand,
the measurements in the joint VPLL are the discriminator outputs which are much noisy and
nonlinear when the CNR is low. Considering the different properties of the joint VPLL, different
to IAE and MMAE, an adaptive method is proposed to improve the carrier phase tracking for
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high dynamic applications. The implementation of the adaptive joint VPLL is introduced in the
following section
6.3 Implementation of the adaptive joint VPLL
The joint VPLL contains a common filter based on EKF for all channels and individual filters for
each channel. In this part, the common filter will be modified to be an adaptive EKF where the Q
matrix will be adjusted according to the output of the individual filter. It should be noted that for
each satellite, the influences of the common filter and the individual filter are combined and hard
to be separated. The architecture of the adaptive joint VPLL is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: The adaptive joint VPLL architecture for carrier phase tracking
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The adaptive joint VPLL is similar to the conventional joint VPLL shown in Figure 3.1, except
for the Q matrix is adjusted according to the individual filter outputs shown as the red parts in
Figure 6.2. The individual filter outputs rather than the discriminator outputs are used to control
the Q matrix. As described in previous chapters, the common loop in the joint VPLL could
estimate most of the receiver dynamics and the clock error. Then the individual filter output is
relative stable or its mean is stable shown in Figure 5.7. If there are some disturbances shown in
individual filter outputs which mean the common filter does not accommodate all dynamics and
the individual loops endure the extra dynamic, Q matrix can be adjusted to mitigate this problem.
The Q matrix can be adjusted according to the following equation:


Q = aQ Q

(6-7)

where 𝑄𝑄� is the adjusted Q matrix, 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄 is the adaptive gain which is applied to the Q matrix. 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄

can be calculated as follows:

aQ = 1 + κ Q

1
M

M −1

∑
i =0

i
f diff

(6-8)

where M is the amount of the available satellites, 𝜅𝜅𝑄𝑄 is the gain which can be set empirically.

𝑖𝑖̅
is the absolute mean difference of the individual loop filter outputs of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite for
𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑖𝑖̅
can be computed as follows:
different time segments. 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
i
=
f diff

1
N

k0 + N −1

∑

k = k0
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f ki − f i

(6-9)

where N is the average size which is the number of the individual filter outputs, 𝑘𝑘0 is the first

epoch inside the average window, 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 is the 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡ℎ epoch of the individual filter output for the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ

satellite, 𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖̅ is the mean of the individual filter output of the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ satellite when the receiver is
under static mode or low dynamic. The time for each epoch depends on the coherent integration
time.
In the following test, the process model and the measurement model for both the conventional
joint VPLL and the adaptive joint VPLL are same with that introduced in Chapter Four.
6.4 Test and results
To assess the performance of the adaptive joint VPLL, two experiments were conducted. One is
based on a simulator and the other is based on a field test. For each experiment, the test scenario
is presented and then the data analysis results are discussed.
6.4.1 Experiments with simulator
In this section, a high dynamic simulation is used to analyze the performance of the proposed
adaptive joint VPLL. The simulation scenario is described first. Following that, the performance
comparison between the conventional joint VPLL and the proposed adaptive joint VPLL is
provided.
6.4.1.1 Test description
A Spirent GSS 7700 simulator is used to generate the simulation case and the scenario is for the
airplane application. The initial location of the airplane is: latitude 𝑁𝑁 50° 25.5′ ; longitude
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𝑊𝑊 3° 35.749998′; and height 50.54 m. The initial time for the test is 00:00:00 on July-05-2015.
The test scenario is shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: The airplane test scenario
Step 1

The airplane halts for 60 seconds.

Step 2

The airplane starts to accelerate with 10 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 for 25 seconds and the speed
reaches 250 m/s which is the normal speed for the airplane.

Step 3

The airplane flies along the straight line for 10 seconds with constant speed.

Step 4

A lateral acceleration with 2 g (9.8 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 ) is added to the airplane with 60
degrees heading change.

Step 5

The airplane flies straightly for 20 seconds.

Step 6

A lateral acceleration with 8 g is added to the airplane with 60 degrees
heading change.

Step 7

The airplane flies straightly for 20 seconds.

The first 60 seconds static data is for the receiver to acquire the signal, decode the ephemeris and
initialize the joint VPLL. During the test, about 160 seconds IF data are collected with the SiGe
GN3S front-end. There are ten GPS satellites available during the test. The sky-plot of the
available satellites is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Sky-Plot of the available satellites for the simulator test
The CNRs of all satellite are set to be about 45 dB-Hz which is normal in open sky environments.
The elevations and azimuths of all available satellites are summarized in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Satellite elevations and azimuths in the simulator test
PRN

1

7

8

11

17

19

20

22

27

28

Elevation (degrees)

18.5

11.5

34.5

80.9

25.4

35.9

10.9

9.1

34.1

59

Azimuth (degrees)

129.5 198.4 231.3 140.5 269.6

78

153.6

27.8

269

294

Although the elevations of the satellites PRN 7, 20 and 22 are less than 15 degree, these satellites
are still used in this test, since there are no multipath simulated and the CNRs are as high as other
satellites with higher elevations.
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6.4.1.2 Performance analysis
In the test, the individual filters are second order for both joint VPLL and adaptive joint VPLL.
The bandwidth of the individual filter is 10 Hz first. After the satellite dynamics is compensated
(described in chapter three) and the common loop is initialized, the bandwidth of the individual
filter is changed to 2 Hz which is enough even for high dynamic applications, since most
dynamics of the receiver are already estimated and compensated by the common loop. For the
covariance matrix of the process noise, an initial value of 0.01 (𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 )2 /𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 for acceleration

noise power spectral density of all three directions for the conventional joint VPLL with fixed Q
matrix. R matrix for both the conventional joint VPLL and the adaptive joint VPLL is the same
which is calculated based on the signal CNR.
Figure 6.4 shows the individual filter outputs of all the satellites with the conventional joint

VPLL. At about the 40th second, the dynamic of the satellite is compensated and the joint VPLL
is initialized. At the 50th second, the individual filter bandwidth is changed to 2 Hz which shows
that the filter output is less noisy. Between the 50th second and the 60th second, the individual
filter outputs remains stable when the receiver is static. After 60 seconds, the receiver start to
accelerate and the individual filters show some variations since the common loop not
accommodate all the receiver dynamics. All channels works well even with 2 g acceleration.
However, there are some small variations before about the 126th second when the airplane have 8
g lateral acceleration. When the receiver experienced the 8 g lateral acceleration, the individual
filter outputs show much more noise. During the 8 g lateral acceleration is added, the signal is
loos of lock which is shown in Figure 6.5 and 6.6.
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Figure 6.4: The individual filter output of the conventional joint VPLL
Figure 6.5 shows the common filter outputs for all satellites of the conventional joint VPLL.
Since the airplane starts accelerate at about 60th second with 10 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 and the speed reaches 250

m/s, the common filter outputs of some satellites are more than 1000 Hz. The common filter
works well with 10 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 and 2 g lateral acceleration. When the 8 g lateral acceleration is added,
the common filters start to diverge and the satellites are loss of lock which are corresponding to
the Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: The common filter output of the conventional joint VPLL
Figure 6.6 shows the PLIs of all PRNs with the conventional joint VPLL. The PLIs reveals loss
of lock events when the receiver experienced the 8 g lateral acceleration.
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Figure 6.6: The PLI of all satellites with the conventional joint VPLL
Figure 6.7 shows the individual filter outputs of all satellites with the adaptive joint VPLL. All
the individual filter outputs are stable after the 50th seconds. When the receiver has a 8 g lateral
acceleration, the individual filter outputs show some disturbs which are much less than that
shown in Figure 6.4 with the conventional joint VPLL. The individual filter output of the
satellite PRN 22 for both the convention joint VPLL and the adaptive joint VPLL is shown in
Figure 6.8
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Figure 6.7: The individual filter output of the adaptive joint VPLL
As shown in Figure 6.8, the individual filter outputs with the adaptive joint VPLL is much stable,
compared to that of the conventional joint VPLL when 8 g lateral acceleration is added to the
receiver. When the airplane experiences 2 g lateral acceleration between the 95th second and
106th second, the individual filter output with the adaptive joint VPLL also shows more stable
due to better accommodation of the high dynamics of the common loop. The common filter
outputs of all satellites with the adaptive joint VPLL are shown in Figure 6.9. Compared to
Figure 6.5, all the satellites are locked during the acceleration.
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Figure 6.8: The individual filter of PRN 22 for both the joint VPLL methods
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Figure 6.9: The common filter output of the adaptive joint VPLL
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Figure 6.10 shows the PLI of all satellites with the adaptive joint VPLL which also proves stable
tracking of all satellites. Although, the PLIs of satellites drops under the 8 g lateral acceleration,
they are still more than 0.83 and the duration is very short compared to that shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.10: The PLI of all satellites with the adaptive joint VPLL
Figure 6.11 shows the adaptive gain during the test for the adaptive joint VPLL. The average size
is 100 and the coherent integration time is 4 ms, then the adaptive gain is estimated every 0.4 s.
The adaptive gain is set to be one before the 55th second for the calculation of 𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖̅ . Then the

adaptive gain is calculated according to Eq. (6.8). As shown in the figure, when the airplane

starts to accelerate at about the 60th second, the adaptive gain is increased. For the test steps 3, 5
and 7 where the airplane flies straight with constant speed, the adaptive gain is stable. When the
airplane experiences 2 g and 8 g lateral accelerations, the adaptive gain is increased according to
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the acceleration level. From this test, it can be seen that the proposed adaptive joint VPLL can
work well under high dynamic situation compared to the conventional joint VPLL.
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Figure 6.11: The adaptive gain of the adaptive joint VPLL in the simulator test
6.4.2 Experiments with live signals
In the previous section, the high dynamic test with a hardware simulator has been presented.
Although the signal generated by a simulator is much like real GNSS signal, it is still different
from the data collection in the real environments, particular for the lack of the influence of the
oscillator g-sensitivity. In the experiment with the simulator, the front-end is static and the
oscillator does not experience high dynamics. In this part, a field test is conducted which fixed
the front-end and the antenna in the same stick. Then both the oscillator in the front-end and the
antenna will experience the high dynamic at the same time. In this experiment, the stick is held
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by hand and moved forward and backward quickly with about 1.5 m distance. More details about
the field experiment are described in subsections.
6.4.2.1 Test description
This test is done on the roof of the engineering building in University of Calgary. The antenna
and the front-end are fixed on the same stick as shown in Figure 6.12. The stick is held with a
raised hand and moved forward and backward along a straight line with about 1.5 m distance.
About 96 seconds IF data are collected. The stick is held static for the first 60 seconds. Then
stick is moved forward and backward quickly once every ten seconds.

Figure 6.12: Equipment setup in the field test
During the test, there are ten GPS satellites available. The sky-plot of the available satellites is
shown in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Sky-Plot of the available satellites for the field test
The CNRs of all satellite are more than 40 dB-Hz except for PRN 27 with 38 dB-Hz, which is
normal in open sky environment. The elevations and azimuths of all available satellites are
summarized in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Satellite elevations and azimuths in the field test
PRN

10

13

15

16

18

20

21

26

27

29

Elevation (degrees)

14.1

36.4

42.7

27.8

45

62.8

73.3

23.5

16.1

35.2

Azimuth (degrees)

229.6

78.1

124.5 293.1 226.2

71.5

290.2 262.5

316

158.5

6.4.2.2 Performance analysis
The same settings with the simulator test are used in this field experiment. Similar to the
simulator test, the individual filter outputs and the PLIs are used to evaluate the performance of
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the adaptive joint VPLL. Figure 6.14 shows the individual filter outputs of PRN 16 with both the
conventional joint VPLL and the adaptive joint VPLL. As shown in the figure, there are four
disturbs after 60 seconds which are caused by the quick movement of the front-end and the
antenna. Every 10 seconds, the front-end and the antenna are moved forward and backward once
quickly with hand. The filter outputs during the third disturb is shown in the zoomed subplot.
The individual filter output with the adaptive joint VPLL shows less variation compared to that
with the conventional joint VPLL, since the dynamics of the antenna and the oscillator are better
estimated by the common loop of the adaptive joint VPLL.
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Figure 6.14: Individual filter outputs of PRN 16 with both methods
Figure 6.15 shows the PLIs of PRN 16 for both methods. As shown in the figure, during the
quick movement of the stick, the PLI varies and drops quickly for the conventional joint VPLL.
The PLI with the conventional joint VPLL even drops below 0.6 which is less than the threshold
of the PLL lock detecting. However, the PLI with the adaptive joint VPLL shows all above 0.8
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which is much better than that with the conventional joint VPLL. Hence, the adaptive joint
VPLL show more stable tracking compared to the conventional joint VPLL when the antenna
and front-end experience high dynamics.
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Figure 6.15: PLIs of PRN 16 with both methods
The adaptive gain during the test for the adaptive joint VPLL is shown in Figure 6.16.
Corresponding to the PLI variation shown in Figure 6.15, the adaptive gain is increased quickly
which will increase the process noise matrix and accommodate the dynamics experienced by the
antenna and the front-end. The field test has proved the robustness of the adaptive joint VPLL
under high dynamics.
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Figure 6.16: The adaptive gain of the adaptive joint VPLL in the field test
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, two common adaptive KF techniques have been introduced. However both
common adaptive techniques have shortcomings to be applied in the joint VPLL architecture.
Based on the characteristics of the carrier phase tracking and the conventional joint VPLL, an
adaptive joint VPLL is proposed and implemented. The proposed adaptive method is much
easier to be implemented in the joint VPLL architecture. A high dynamic test for airplane
applications has been simulated with a hardware simulator which has proved the better
performance of the proposed joint VPLL. When the receiver experiences 8 g later acceleration,
the conventional joint VPLL loses lock for satellites however, the adaptive joint VPLL works
well. A field test which considers the oscillator influence is also presented which also confirms
the better performance of the proposed adaptive joint VPLL.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Summary
The main objective of this research is to investigate and develop algorithms to improve the
carrier phase tracking for the GNSS receiver especially for low-cost ones in harsh environment.
Toward this objective and after reviewing different techniques of the carrier phase tracking, the
joint VPLL architecture has been the focus and investigated from different aspects in this thesis.
This chapter summarizes the results of the research. The main conclusions of this thesis are
drawn in Section 7.2 and the recommendations for the future work are provided in Section 7.3.
7.2 Conclusions
7.2.1 The sensitivity improvement of the joint VPLL and the inter-channel influence of
different satellites
The transfer function model of the joint VPLL is presented and the characteristics have been
discussed. The oscillator influence on the carrier phase tracking is shown to affect different
channels in the same way when the conventional PLLs use small bandwidth. With the IF data
collected from a hardware simulator and the IF data sets with more white Gaussian noise, the
proposed method can improve the carrier phase tracking sensitivity by about 6 dB compared to
the conventional scalar tracking which uses the optimal bandwidth during the test. Inter-channel
influence of the proposed method is also assessed, due to the common loop in the joint VPLL,
and the results show that the lower CNR satellite imposes more noise on the satellite with the
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higher CNR. The influence of the satellite with the lower CNR can be mitigated when the R
matrix of EKF in the joint VPLL is calculated based on the CNR.
7.2.2 Effect of the oscillator vibration-induced phase noise on the carrier phase tracking and
the performance of the joint VPLL
The effect of the oscillator vibration- induced phase noise on the carrier phase tracking has been
identified with the carrier phase discriminator outputs and the CNR estimates using the NWPR
and moments methods. The PLI has been used as an indicator to evaluate the carrier phase
tracking performance. Based on the simulation and field test results, the joint VPLL with
modified process model can improve the carrier phase tracking performance under oscillator
vibration conditions compared to the conventional scalar tracking. To make the comparison valid,
different bandwidths of the scalar tracking have been tested. The test results show that the
proposed joint VPLL architectures can improve the robustness of the carrier phase tracking with
only slightly increased carrier phase noise compared to the conventional scalar PLL method by
increasing the loop bandwidth.
7.2.3 Carrier phase prediction performance of the joint VPLL and the kinematic sensitivity
analysis
The characteristics of the joint VPLL have been shown with the individual filter outputs and the
common filter outputs where the individual filter outputs maintain stable and the common filter
estimates most dynamics of the receiver and the clock. The filed vehicle test has shown that
carrier phase prediction error can be maintained less than one quarter-cycle for at least 15
seconds and the 212 seconds at most for the carrier phase prediction method based on the joint
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VPLL architecture. However the carrier phase prediction error is increased more than one
quarter-cycle in less than 3 seconds for the conventional carrier phase prediction method based
on the conventional scalar tracking. The carrier phase prediction performance has been improved
much with the joint VPLL compared to the conventional scalar tracking.
Based on the IF data in the field vehicle test, the carrier phase tracking sensitivity of the joint
VPLL has been analyzed and the results show about 4 dB sensitivity improvement with the joint
VPLL compared to the conventional scalar tracking.
7.2.4 Investigation of An adaptive joint VPLL for high dynamic applications
With investigating two common adaptive KF techniques and considering the characteristics of
the joint VPLL architecture, an adaptive joint VPLL has been proposed. The proposed adaptive
joint VPLL utilizes the characteristics of the joint VPLL architecture where the individual filter
outputs should be stable when the common loop is initialized. When the process noise matrix is
designed inappropriately, although the joint VPLL can work well under normal conditions, it
will lose lock under high dynamic conditions. The high dynamic simulation has shown that the
convention joint VPLL can work well with 10 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 and 2 g lateral acceleration. When an 8 g

lateral acceleration is added to the receiver, the conventional joint VPLL loses lock. However
with the adaptive joint VPLL, the process noise matrix has been adjusted according to the

dynamics which is sensed through the individual filter outputs. The adaptive joint VPLL
maintain stable lock even under 8 g lateral acceleration. A field test which considers the
oscillator influence is also presented which also confirms the better performance of the proposed
adaptive joint VPLL.
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7.3 Future work
7.3.1 Ultra-integration of the joint VPLL and other sensors for carrier phase tracking
This thesis has demonstrated the potential contribution to improve the carrier phase tracking with
the joint VPLL. However in some situations where maybe most of satellites are not available,
other sensors such as IMU and cameras can be used to enhance the tracking performance further.
The ultra- integration of the joint VPLL with IMU and cameras should be investigated which is
helpful for the high precision applications in harsh environments, e.g. UAV for express delivery
and autonomous car in city canyon.
7.3.2 The performance of the joint VPLL during Ionospheric scintillation
Ionospheric scintillation can cause the deep fade of the signal amplitude and phase variations
which strongly affect the carrier phase tracking. Ionospheric scintillation occurs mostly on the
equatorial region and the high latitude region. When the antenna receives signals from different
satellites which are distributed at different locations in the sky, only some signals will pass
through the ionospheric scintillation layer and other satellites will pass through the normal
ionosphere layer. As a result, not all satellites will be affected by the ionospheric scintillation.
The inter-channel aiding in the joint VPLL should enhance the carrier phase tracking of the
satellites which are affected by the Ionospheric scintillation. Some researchers have investigated
the performance of the pure VPLL under the Ionospheric scintillation which shows a better
performance compared to the conventional scalar tracking. The performance of the joint VPLL
under the Ionospheric scintillation should be evaluated in the future, since the joint VPLL is
more stable compared to the pure VPLL.
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7.3.3 Multi-constellation and multi-frequency joint VPLL
With the multi-constellation deployment including BDS from China and Galileo from Europe,
there will be more than 120 satellites available globally. The performance of the common loop in
the joint VPLL will be improved with more available satellites. In other hand, all constellations
are developing three frequencies which are usually driven by the same oscillator in the satellite.
The aiding between signals with different frequencies for the same satellite in the joint VPLL
differs from that between different satellites, since the signals with different carrier frequencies
are generated with the same reference oscillator. Then multi-constellation and multi- frequency
based joint VPLL should be evaluated.
7.3.4 The joint VPLL based on multi-antenna GNSS receivers
Multi-antenna techniques are usually applied in multipath mitigation, attitude determination and
the environments with intentional inference. The joint VPLL can utilize the multi-antenna
techniques to enhance the carrier phase tracking further, since the signal power from multiantenna can be easily combined within the architecture of the joint VPLL. In the future study,
multi-antenna signal tracking based on the joint VPLL should be implemented and evaluated
under different environments, e.g. city canyon or under strong interference.
7.3.5 Fault detection and exclusion in the joint VPLL
As shown in Chapter 3, although the joint VPLL can improve the carrier phase tracking
performance, the inter-channel influence between different channels will reduce the robustness
of the receiver. RAIM can be utilized in the joint VPLL. However unlike the VDLL and the pure
VPLL on which some researchers have modified or directly applied the conventional RAIM to
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improve the robustness, RAIM has to be re-derived and carefully designed to be suitable for the
joint VPLL. There are several considerations to apply the RAIM in the joint VPLL: 1) the
corresponding measurements noise is not Gaussian distributed (discriminator output) which does
not satisfy the requirements of the RAIM; 2) the measurements (carrier phase error) could be
much noisy and the wave length is short for the GNSS signal carrier. The noise of the
measurements can be reduced by averaging a set of the carrier phase discriminator outputs.
However the inappropriate average size can degrade the RAIM performance. For example, a
large average size could not properly accommodate different dynamics while a small average
size would limit the performance of noise reduction.
7.3.6 Comparison with different VPLL architectures
In the previous studies, most researchers focus on proposing new advanced tracking methods
such as pure VPLL and joint VPLL. However, little work is done to make a valid comparison
between different advanced tracking methods. Since the advanced tracking methods have
different architectures and parameters, the methodology to make the comparison valid needs to
be investigated. Another problem is that the internal relationship between different tracking
methods needs to be clarified. This is important in order to set up equivalent parameters so that
valid comparisons between different methods can be conducted.
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